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Dear Reader:

This is the age of information. Readers and researchers have a wealth of information at their fingertips through libraries and computers.

To help you find Illinois government documents, I am pleased to provide this comprehensive guide to Illinois state publications. By Illinois law, copies of state government publications are required to be filed with the Illinois State Library.

The following preface provides information on obtaining these publications, including electronic publications.

For more information regarding this publication, please contact the State Library. For more information about programs and services of Illinois libraries and the Secretary of State’s office, please visit www.cyber-driveillinois.com.

We look forward to serving you.

Jesse White
Secretary of State & State Librarian
PREFACE

Following is a comprehensive listing of Illinois State Government publications deposited with the Illinois State Library from January through December 2010. Publications received in sufficient quantities for distribution are marked with an asterisk (*) and are available at the Illinois Document Depository Libraries. Items marked with an “e” are ephemeral and need not be retained by all depositories. Items marked with a dollar sign ($) supersede previous issues.

All publications listed are available for use or loan at the Illinois State Library. Publications needed for personal use or for another library’s collection should be requested directly from the issuing agency.

Publications are listed in alphabetical order according to the keyword of the issuing agency. “See” references and OCLC numbers have been added for your convenience. All electronic publications and items received on microfiche are listed in a separate section.

For more information regarding this publication or the Illinois Documents Depository Program, please contact: Illinois State Library, Gwendolyn Brooks Building, Government Documents Unit, 300 S. Second St., Springfield, IL 62701-1796, 217-782-6304.
KEY: * Sent to depository libraries  @ Serials  $ Supersedes previous issue  e Ephemeral

PUBLICATIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE CODE DIVISION. INDEX DEPARTMENT. OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE.
* @ Illinois register. vol. 34, issue 1 – issue 52. January 4 – December 27, 2010.
  (web site: http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/departments/index/register/register.html)
  (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/07/14.html) (Price: $290.00) I348.02 ILLIa
  OCLC# 3763989
* @ Illinois register. Yearly index volume 33 issues 1-52, January 1, 2009 through December 28, 2009.
  2010. 1 vol. (Price: $290.00) I348.02 ILLI CUMU 2a INDEX OCLC# 54533145

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE ILLINOIS COURTS.
  OCLC# 31323475

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES, JOINT COMMITTEE ON. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
* @ Annual report of the Joint Committee on Administrative Rules, 2009. 2010. 99p.
  (web site: http://www.ilga.gov/commission/jcar/default.htm) I328.365 I29a  OCLC# 05375254
  (web site: http://www.legis.state.il.us/commission/jcar/flinn/flinn.asp) I348.02 ILLI 2c OCLC#
  32805710

AGING, DEPARTMENT ON.
* Elder abuse and neglect … how you can help. 2009. brochure. I362.6 ELDE 8 2009 OCLC#
  608290221
* @ FY 2010 home delivered meals report. 2010. 77p. OVERSIZE I362.6 HOME OCLC#
  61279265
* @ Older Adult Services Act, 2010 report to the General Assembly. 2010. 44p. I362.6 I29oa
  OCLC# 64226643
* Senior Community Service Employment Program. 2010. brochure. I362.6 1 29s 2010 OCLC#
  527840941

AGING, DEPARTMENT ON. OLDER ADULT SERVICES ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
* Plan to restructure the State of Illinois service delivery system for older adults. 2010. 46p. I362.6 PLAN
  OCLC# 671243434

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS SERVICE, ILLINOIS.
  I338.1 I29fr 2 OCLC# 6999208
* @ Illinois weather and crops. vol. 31, no. 1 – no. 37. January 4 – November 29, 2010. OVERSIZE
  I632.1 ILLI b OCLC# 6996866
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF.
* @ Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2011. 2010. 301p. I331.133 AGRI OCLC# 50037178
* @ Agricultural areas annual report, 2009. 2010. 5p. I631.47 I29a OCLC# 17425505
   (web site: http://www.agr.state.il.us/environment/landwater/index.html) I351.8233 I29af OCLC# 13724525
* @ Illinois commercial fertilizer tonnage report, July-December, 2008. 2010. 1 vol. I631.8 ILLI OCLC# 03185113
* @ Illinois commercial fertilizer tonnage report, July-December, 2009. 2010. 1 vol.
* @ Illinois county fair dates, 2010. 2010. 4p. I394.6 ILLI 4 OCLC# 54712520
@ Illinois soil & water conservation districts directory, 2010. 2010. 49p. I631.4 ILLI c OCLC# 52958860

APPELLATE DEFENDER, OFFICE OF THE STATE.
@ Annual report, fiscal year 2010. 2010. 55p. I347.9773 ILLI OCLC# 34001590

ARCHIVES, STATE. OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE.
* @ For the record: newsletter of the Illinois State Archives and the Illinois State Historical Records Advisory Board. vol. 24, no. 1 – no. 3. Winter - Fall, 2010. I025.171 FOR 2 OCLC# 49263320

ARTS COUNCIL, ILLINOIS.
* @ Affirmative Action Plan, FY11 2010. 1 vol.
   (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pps/meta/html/00/00/00/02/03/04.html) I331.133 ARTS OCLC# 44010009
* @ Annual report, fiscal year 2008. 2008. 112p. I351.854 I29ar OCLC# 11059379
* @ Annual report, fiscal year 2009. 2010. 6p.

ATTORNEY GENERAL, OFFICE OF THE.
@ Affirmative action plan for fiscal year 2011. 2010. vol. 1. I331.133 ATTO OCLC# 41063177
* @ Selected opinions. no. 09-003 – no. 09-006. December 17 - 30, 2009. I340 AS OCLC# 7212017

ATTORNEY REGISTRATION AND DISCIPLINARY COMMISSION. SUPREME COURT.
@ Rules governing the legal profession and judiciary in Illinois. 2010. 209p. I340.092 RULE OCLC# 48211688

ATTORNEYS APPELLATE PROSECUTOR, OFFICE OF THE STATE'S.
* @ Annual report, 2009. 2010. 51p. I345.01 I29a 2 OCLC# 19487313

AUDITOR GENERAL, OFFICE OF THE.
* @ Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2011. 2010. 1 vol. OVERSIZE I331.133 I29a OCLC# 61236425


Chicago State University, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 81p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a CSU 5 OCLC# 65639584


@ Commission on Government Forecasting and Accountability, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 26p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a CGFA OCLC# 64559531
* @ Deaf and Hard of Hearing Commission, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 32p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DEAF OCLC# 43697540
@ Department of Agriculture, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 99p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DAG 3 OCLC# 05807067
@ Department of Agriculture, DuQuoin State Fair, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 24p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a SFDQ 4 OCLC# 669835966
@ Department of Agriculture, DuQuoin State Fair, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 24p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp)
@ Department of Agriculture, Illinois State Fair, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 30p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a SFA 4 OCLC# 11529963
@ Department of Agriculture, Illinois State Fair, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 25p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp)
@ Department of Central Management Services, Bureau of Communication & Computer Services, third party review, for the year ended June 30, 2010. 2010. 199p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a BICS-a OCLC# 24082538
@ Department of Central Management Services, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 94p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a CMS 2 OCLC# 12600749
@ Department of Central Management Services, financial audit and compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 165p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a CMS OCLC# 676919897
@ Department of Central Management Services, financial audit and compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 152p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp)
@ Department of Central Management Services, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 58p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a CMS 5 OCLC# 49201926
@ Department of Children and Family Services, financial audit and compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 182p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DCFS 5 OCLC# 41994877
@ Department of Corrections, Centralia Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 39p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a CCC 2 OCLC# 501195608
 Depart Department of Corrections, Decatur Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 35p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DECA 2 OCLC# 551073465

 Depart Department of Corrections, Dixon Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 42p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DCC 3 OCLC# 503166369

 Depart Department of Corrections, Illinois River Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 40p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a IRCC 3 OCLC# 593482954

 Depart Department of Corrections, Jacksonville Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 43p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a JCC 4 OCLC# 608550378

 Depart Department of Corrections, John A. Graham Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 50p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a JAGC 3 OCLC# 608544808

 Depart Department of Corrections, Lincoln Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 44p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a LCCE 3 OCLC# 613612865

 Depart Department of Corrections, Logan Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 40p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a LOGA 3 OCLC# 558832787

 Depart Department of Corrections, Menard Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 35p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a MCC 2 OCLC# 646032286

 Depart Department of Corrections, Pinckneyville Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 43p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a PINC 2 OCLC# 613634222

 Depart Department of Corrections, Pontiac Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 35p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a PCC 5 OCLC# 646034841

 Depart Department of Corrections, Robinson Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 41p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ROBI 3 OCLC# 613962542

 Depart Department of Corrections, Shawnee Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 37p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a SHCC 3 OCLC# 646041220
Department of Corrections, Sheridan Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 41p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ISBS 4 OCLC# 606927805

Department of Corrections, Southwestern Illinois Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 38p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a SOUT 2 OCLC# 550567708

Department of Corrections, Tamms Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 42p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a TAMM OCLC# 646032066

Department of Corrections, Taylorville Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 36p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a TAYL OCLC# 647786487

Department of Corrections, Thomson Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 37p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a THOM OCLC# 673712982

Department of Corrections, Vandalia Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 36p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a VSF OCLC# 647784694

Department of Corrections, Vienna Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 69p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a VCC OCLC# 6477678172


(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.2732 I29a IDES OCLC# 122938199

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DHFS 3 OCLC# 677862739

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp)

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp)

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DHFS 2 OCLC# 677863716


@ Department of Human Rights, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 52p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DHR OCLC# 10182259

@ Department of Human Services, Alton Mental Health Center, limited scope compliance examination for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 36p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a AMHC 6 OCLC# 55654364

@ Department of Human Services, Andrew McFarland Mental Health Center, limited scope compliance examination for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 36p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a AMZC 11 OCLC# 56189853

@ Department of Human Services, Ann M. Kiley Developmental Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 40p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a KDC 8 OCLC# 55654308

@ Department of Human Services, Chester Mental Health Center, limited scope compliance examination for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 41p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a CMHC 12 OCLC# 55654317

@ Department of Human Services, Chicago-Read Mental Health Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 42p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a CRMHC 8 OCLC# 55654327

@ Department of Human Services, Clyde L. Choate Mental Health and Developmental Center, limited scope compliance examination for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 48p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a AMH 13 OCLC# 55654340

@ Department of Human Services, compliance examination - Central Office and Department-wide financial audit, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 265p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a HUMA 4 OCLC# 44631556

@ Department of Human Services, Elgin Mental Health Center, limited scope compliance examination for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 38p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a EMHC 8 OCLC# 55667086

@ Department of Human Services, Elisabeth Ludeman Developmental Center, limited scope compliance examination for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 38p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ELMR 10 OCLC# 55667077

@ Department of Human Services, H. Douglas Singer Mental Health Center, limited scope compliance examination for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 34p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a HDS 13 OCLC# 55667038
Department of Human Services, Illinois Center for Rehabilitation and Education, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 34p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ICRE OCLC# 55629218


Department of Human Services, John J. Madden Mental Center, limited scope compliance examination for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 43p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a JJM 12 OCLC# 55654379

Department of Human Services, Rushville Treatment and Detention Facility, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 40p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a RTDF OCLC# 673777249

Department of Human Services, Rushville Treatment and Detention Facility, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 31p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp)

Department of Human Services, Shapiro Developmental Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 38p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a SDC 12 OCLC# 55654296

Department of Human Services, Tinley Park Mental Health Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 50p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a TPMCH 10 OCLC# 55654286


Department of Juvenile Justice, compliance examination - general office (including school district and after care services), for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 99p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a IDJJ OCLC# 676913253

Department of Juvenile Justice, Illinois Youth Center - Chicago, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 37p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a CHIC 6 OCLC# 676933584

Department of Juvenile Justice, Illinois Youth Center - Harrisburg, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 38p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a HIYC 4 OCLC# 568687076


Department of Juvenile Justice, Illinois Youth Center - Murphysboro, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 38p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a MURP 3 OCLC# 677117968

Department of Juvenile Justice, Illinois Youth Center - Pere Marquette, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 43p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a PMYC 4 OCLC# 677063542

Department of Juvenile Justice, Illinois Youth Center - St. Charles, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2009. 34p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a IYCS 6 OCLC# 607070671

Department of Juvenile Justice, supplemental digest. 2009. 4p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a IDJJ 2 OCLC# 676697606

Department of Labor, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 58p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DL 2 OCLC# 43792741

@ Department of Public Health, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 132p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DPH 2 OCLC# 06296824

@ Department of Revenue, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 159p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DR-a OCLC# 06188569

@ Department of Revenue, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 92p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DR 9 OCLC# 48812336

@ Department of Transportation, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 146p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DOT 4 OCLC# 44003041

@ Department of Transportation, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 57p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DOT 7 OCLC# 44000212

@ Drycleaner Environmental Response Trust Fund Council of Illinois, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 20p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DERT 2 OCLC# 51917770

@ Eastern Illinois University, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 90p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a EIU 2a OCLC# 05961869

@ Eastern Illinois University, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 67p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a EIU OCLC# 09397992


* @ Financial, compliance, and program audit: the Village of Robbins' use of municipal economic development funds, 2008. 2010. 35p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ROBB OCLC# 48259373


@ General Assembly Retirement System, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 30p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a GARS 2 OCLC# 09386063


Illinois Arts Council, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 20, 2009. 2010. 33p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a IAC 3 OCLC# 55038388


Illinois Board of Admissions to the Bar, financial audit and compliance examination, for the two years ended September 30, 2009. 2010. 29p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ADMI OCLC# 40897342


Joint Committee on Administrative Rules, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2010. 2010. 23p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ADMI 2 OCLC# 48377664


Labor Relations Board, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 44p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 129a LRB 4 OCLC# 49344088


Legislative Printing Unit, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 24p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 129a LPU 2 OCLC# 43748770


Legislative Research Unit, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 20, 2009. 2010. 19p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 129a LRU 2 OCLC# 43748675


Metropolitan Pier and Exposition Authority, special limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 10p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a MPEA 3 OCLC# 44624261

Mid-Illinois Medical District, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 11p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a IMDS 2 OCLC# 676703206


(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp)

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp)


Office of the Lieutenant Governor, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009 2010. 38p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a OLG OCLC# 05869350


Office of the Treasurer, College Savings Program, financial audit, for the years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008. 2010. 100p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a CSPD OCLC# 77522125

Office of the Treasurer, fiscal officer responsibilities, financial audit, for the years ended June 30, 2009 and 2008 and compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 74p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a TOF 5 OCLC# 44628414

Office of the Treasurer, nonfiscal officer responsibilities, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 67p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a TONF 5 OCLC# 66264110

Procurement Policy Board, compliance audit, for the two years ended June 30, 2010. 2010. 31p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a IPPB OCLC# 123309446


@ Regional Office of Education #1: Adams and Pike Counties, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 53p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ROE 1 OCLC# 52101559

@ Regional Office of Education #2: Alexander, Johnson, Massac, Pulaski, Union Counties, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 92p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ROE 2 OCLC# 52080210


@ Regional Office of Education #8: Carroll, Jo Daviess, and Stephenson Counties, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 78p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ROE 8 OCLC# 52006292

@ Regional Office of Education #9: Champaign/Ford Counties, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 77p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ROE 9 OCLC# 52076594


@ Regional Office of Education #13: Clinton, Marion, and Washington Counties, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 65p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ROE 13 OCLC# 52006397

@ Regional Office of Education #16: DeKalb County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 49p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ROE 16 OCLC# 52072876


Regional Office of Education #31: Kane County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 73p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ROE 31 OCLC# 52101600


@ Regional Office of Education #50: St. Clair County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 101p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 129a ROE 50 OCLC# 52080305

@ Regional Office of Education #51: Sangamon County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 80p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 129a ROE 51 OCLC# 52072773

@ Regional Office of Education #53: Tazewell County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 68p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 129a ROE 53 OCLC# 551073493

@ Regional Office of Education #54: Vermilion County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 44p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 129a ROE 54 OCLC# 52006383

@ Regional Office of Education #55: Whiteside County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 97p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 129a ROE 55 OCLC# 551073501

@ Regional Office of Education #56: Will County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 72p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 129a ROE 56 OCLC# 52072814

@ Report on internal control over financial reporting and on compliance and other matters based on an audit of financial statements performed in accordance with government auditing standards, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 16p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I657.835 129re 2 OCLC# 71502281


@ Southern Illinois University, compliance audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 58p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 129a SIU 6 OCLC# 05966973

@ Southern Illinois University, financial audits for Southern Illinois University, housing and auxiliary facilities system and medical facilities system, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 1 vol. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 129a SIU 5 OCLC# 42331140


@ Special limited compliance audit testing of state appropriations to the Public School Teachers' Pension and Retirement Fund of Chicago, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2009. 10p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 129a PSTP 2 OCLC# 50095997

@ State Board of Elections, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 54p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 129a SBOE OCLC# 06241952

@ State Employees' Retirement System of Illinois, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 32p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 129a SERS 3f OCLC# 41476644

20
@ State Employees' Retirement System of Illinois, financial report, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 25p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a SERSg OCLC# 49059798


@ State Universities Retirement System, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 35p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a SURS 4 OCLC# 41848556

@ Supplemental digest to Retirement Systems' audits, for the years ending June 30, 2008 and June 30, 2009. 2010. 1 sheet. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I658.3253 I29a OCLC# 123240713

@ Supplemental digest, Department of Human Services, for the two years ended June 20, 2009. 2010. 1 vol. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a HUMA Suppl. OCLC# 77561347

@ Supplemental report of federal expenditures agency/program/fund (unaudited) for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 21p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29re 97 OCLC# 52033075

@ Supreme Court Historic Preservation Commission, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 22p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a SCHP OCLC# 677871649


@ University of Illinois Foundation, financial audit, for the year ended 2008. 2009. 35p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a UIF 2 OCLC# 34417460

@ University of Illinois Health Services Facilities System, report required under Government Auditing Standards, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 15p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a UI 27 OCLC# 652447415

@ University of Illinois, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 390p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a UI OCLC# 05952994

@ University of Illinois, supplementary financial information and special data requirements, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 118p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a UI 31 OCLC# 48271949
Upper Illinois River Valley Development Authority, special limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 11p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a UIRV OCLC# 68042244

Western Illinois University, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 75p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a WIU 3 OCLC# 06203256


AUDITOR GENERAL, OFFICE OF THE.

State Universities Civil Service System Compliance audit for the two years ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 18p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a UCSS-b OCLC# 09788775

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT REFORM STUDY COMMITTEE.


CENTRAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF.

Affirmative action program plan, fiscal year 2011. 2010. 1 vol. OVERSIZE I351.822 ILLI OCLC# 27378546

Annual real property utilization report, 2010. 2010. 1 CD-ROM. SOFTWARE I333.11 ILLI 13 OCLC# 99297056


Employees of Central Management Services receiving bilingual pay. March, 2008. I306.449 I29rs OCLC# 624322072


CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF.


Noticias. Summer, 2010 I362.8468073 NOTI OCLC# 57479276
CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OFFICE.
@ Affirmative action plan, FY08. 2008. 145p. I331.133 I29af4  OCLC# 631247588
@ Affirmative action plan, FY2010. 2009. 147p.

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.
@ Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2011. 2010 1 vol. I331.133 I29csc  OCLC# 76819093
* @ Annual report for fiscal year 2010. 2010. 22p. I351.1 I29csc 3  OCLC# 656285594

CIVIL SERVICE SYSTEM, STATE UNIVERSITIES.
* @ Annual report of the State Universities Civil Service Commission, 2010. 2010. 37p. I351.6 I29rua  OCLC# 05365040

COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, DEPARTMENT OF.
* 2009 awards reception: Governor's Home Town Award. 2009. 1 vol. I355.62 I29ap 2009 OCLC# 469056617
@ Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2011. 2010. 161p. I351.833 I29aca  OCLC# 56713972
* @ Economic Development for a Growing Economy (EDGE) tax credit program, annual report, 2009. 2010. 28p. I331.12042 EDGE  OCLC# 56918367
* @ Employment Opportunities Grant Program: report to the Governor and the General Assembly, Fy09. 2009. 3p. I331.7624 I29eogp  OCLC# 427417287
* Final report to Governor Pat Quinn & the People of Illinois: aftermath of the floods of June 2008 & recommendations for long-term economic recovery. 2010. 190p. I363.3492 I29fr  OCLC# 609851859
* @ Illinois workforce development, 2010 annual report. 2010. 70p. I331.1 I29w  OCLC# 233974831
* @ River Edge Redevelopment Zone Program 2010 annual report. 2010 3p. I333.917 I29rer OCLC# 458311265
@ State mandates catalog, 2007. 2007. 129p. I353.975 I29m 2 summ. OCLC# 77522110
* @ Transfer and consolidation of the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) and the Illinois Home Weatherization Assistance Program (IHWAP) to the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO), resulting from Executive Order no. 2009-2. 2010. 4p. I363.58 I29hwa  OCLC# 637043771

COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, DEPARTMENT OF. COAL DEVELOPMENT OFFICE.
* Coal mining in Illinois 2010. 2010. brochure. I622.33 COAL  OCLC# 568401877
* @ Illinois coal industry, 2010 report of the Office of Coal Development. 2010. 31p. I338.2 OUTL 2  OCLC# 38575842
COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, DEPARTMENT OF. SMALL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENTAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM.

* @ Clean air clips. [Spring, 2010] - [Winter, 2010].
  (web site: http://www.commerce.state.il.us/dceo/Bureaus/Entrepreneurship+and+Small+Business/Regulatory+Compliance+Assistance/6-CAC.htm)
  (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/10/31.html) I338.642 CLEA 2 OCLC# 57712275

* @ Enterprise zone annual report, fiscal year 2010. 2010 11p. I338.9 I29e OCLC# 13433182

COMMERCE COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.

* @ Affirmative action plan, FY2011. 2010. 138p. I331.133 ICC OCLC# 51176314

* @ Analysis of the Taylorville Energy Center facility cost report. September, 2010. 1 CD-ROM. SOFTWARE I333.7 I29tec OCLC# 671248828

* @ Annual report on accidents/incidents involving hazardous materials on railroads in Illinois, 2009. 2010. 20p. I385.24 I29ar OCLC# 22187943

* @ Annual report on cable and video service deployment by providers granted state-issued cable and video service authorization. 2010. 1 vol. I621.38857 I29ar OCLC# 421043952

* @ Annual report on electricity, gas, water and sewer utilities, 2009. 2010. 1 vol. (web site: http://www.icc.state.il.us/ec/library.aspx?key=Electricity&key=annual) I351.82 I29a 2a OCLC# 37703711

* @ Annual report on telecommunications markets in Illinois. 2010. 39p. I351.82 I29a 4 OCLC# 30338485

* @ Annual report, Transportation Regulatory Fund, fiscal year 2010. 2010. 8p. I388 I29trf OCLC# 18952617

* @ Crossing safety improvement program FY 2011-2015: proposed grade crossing protection fund projects for local roads and streets. 2010. 1 vol. I625.163 ILLI OCLC# 41545191


* @ Opinions and orders. January - November, 2010. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/06/91.html) I343.09 I29oa OCLC# 03601159

* @ Report to the General Assembly, Illinois Commerce Commission staff analysis of electric utilities workforce: staffing and training benchmarks. 2010. 1 vol. I658.401 I29euw OCLC# 665062947

COMMERCE COMMISSION, ILLINOIS. RETAIL MARKET DEVELOPMENT OFFICE.

* @ Annual report, 2010. 2010. 21p. I354.49 I20o OCLC# 234074394

COMMUNITY AND RESIDENTIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY, ILLINOIS.

* @ Annual report, FY 2009. 2010. 23p. I362.2 RESI a OCLC# 29976507

COMMUNITY COLLEGE BOARD, ILLINOIS.

* @ FY2009 adult education and family literacy: report to the Governor and General Assembly. 2010. 4p. I374 ADUL 3 OCLC# 49343296

COMPTROLLER.

* @ Bonded indebtedness and long term obligations, fiscal year 2009. 2010. 1 vol. (web site: http://www.ioc.state.il.us/Office/index.cfm) I336.34 I29ab OCLC# 10503023

* @ Comprehensive annual financial report, fiscal year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 387p. I336.013 COMP OCLC# 09095406
* @ EEO/AA plan and general policy, fiscal year 2011. 2010. 171p. I331.2 ILLI OCLC# 39084202
* @ Executive summary, fiscal year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 19p. I336 I29com Summ. OCLC# 34501305
* @ Fee imposition report, fiscal year 2009. 2010. 1 vol. I352.14 ILLI OCLC# 35959137
* @ Fiscal focus. August, 2010. I351.722 I29m 3 OCLC# 32786647
* @ Illinois appropriations report, fiscal year 2010. 2010. 800p. I336 FA-2 OCLC# 03181548
* @ Illinois detailed annual report of revenues and expenditures, fiscal year 2009. 2010. 547p. (web site: http://www.ioc.state.il.us/Office/index.cfm) I336 I29ar 2 OCLC# 35190150
* @ Illinois tax expenditure report, fiscal year 2009. 2010. 1 vol. I336.206 ILLI OCLC# 30524249
* @ Statewide Accounting Management System. Procedure bulletin. no. 74. June 1, 2010. loose-leaf. OVERSIZE I627.835 I29c OCLC# 02226214
* @ Statewide Accounting Management System. Procedure bulletin. no. 75. December 1, 2010. loose-leaf.
* @ Traditional budgetary financial report, fiscal year 2009. 2010. 52p. (web site: http://www.ioc.state.il.us/Library/cr.cfm) I353.9773 ILLI 7 OCLC# 39097924

CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF.
* @ Quarterly report to the legislature. October 1, 2009 – April 1, 2010. I365.3 QUAR OCLC# 37358992
* @ Quarterly report. 2nd qtr. 2010. I365.3 QUAR 2 OCLC# 677926104

CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION AUTHORITY, ILLINOIS.
* Community re-entry challenges daunt ex-offenders quest for a fresh start. 2007. 4p. (web site: http://www.icjia.org) I364.1066 PHIL OCLC# 608261893

DEAF AND HARD OF HEARING COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.
* Affirmative action plan for fiscal year 2011. 2010. 39p. I331.133 I29d OCLC# 61851627

DEAF-BLIND, ILLINOIS ADVISORY BOARD FOR SERVICES FOR PERSONS WHO ARE.
* Annual report, fiscal year 2008-2009. 2010. 1 vol. I362.41 I29ab OCLC# 39246632

EARLY LEARNING COUNCIL, ILLINOIS.
* Annual report, fiscal year 2010. 2010. 19p. I372.21 ILLI OCLC# 154218127

EDUCATION – see also: COMMUNITY COLLEGE BOARD, ILLINOIS. HIGHER EDUCATION, BOARD OF.

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF.
* Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2010. 2009. 1 vol. I331.133 ISBE OCLC# 62288310
* @ Annual report on Illinois charter schools, 2008/2009.  2010.  31p.  I371.04 ILLI 3a OCLC# 52691066
* @ Annual report on school breakfast incentives, 2010.  2010.  1 vol.  I371.716 ILLI OCLC# 46398387
* @ Annual report, 2009.  2010.  59p.  I379 I29rd OCLC# 45856508
* @ Career and technical education report, FY 2009.  2010.  10p.  I371.425 I29c OCLC# 63170775
* @ Catalogue of reports to the General Assembly, 2009.  2010.  6p.  I379.152 I29ca OCLC# 19081653
* @ Comprehensive strategic plan for elementary and secondary education progress report, 2010.  2010.  24p.  I370.973 ISBE 2 OCLC# 70688975
* @ House Joint Resolution 24 Special Education Funding Task Force.  2010.  1 vol.  OVERSIZE I379.1 I29sef OCLC# 676908338
* @ Illinois agricultural education report, 2010.  2010.  21p.  I630.7 I29sbe OCLC# 76159954
* @ Preschool for all funding report, fiscal year 2011.  2010.  9p.  I372.21 PRES OCLC# 76159686
* @ Private business and vocational schools' school visitation and complaint report to the legislature, 2009.  2010.  1 vol.  I373.246 ILLI 4 OCLC# 39084084
* @ School Finance Authority 2009 annual report, Round Lake Area Schools District 116.  2010.  1 vol.  I379 I29lsfa OCLC# 54902625
* @ Special education expenditure and receipts report.  2010.  1 vol.  I371.9 I29sp 2 OCLC# 228638656
* @ Summary of approved waivers and modifications: a cumulative report, 1995-2009.  2010.  1 vol.  I344.773 I29wm OCLC# 39062793
* @ Waivers of school code mandates.  Spring.  2010.  17p.  (PURL:  http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/00/22.html)  I344.77307 I29w OCLC# 34632218
* @ Waivers of school code mandates.  Fall, 2010.  22p.  (PURL:  http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/00/22.html)

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF.  DATA ANALYSIS AND PROGRESS REPORTING DIVISION.
* @ Illinois Early Childhood Prevention Initiative Program FY 2009 evaluation report.  2010.  13p.  I3791.112 ILLI OCLC# 69666307

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF.  ENSURING SUCCESS IN SCHOOL TASK FORCE.
* @ Final report to the Illinois General Assembly: executive summary.  2010.  1 vol.  I379.26 I29ess OCLC# 648733449

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF.  PLANNING, RESEARCH AND EVALUATION DEPARTMENT.
* @ Educational mandates: annual report, 2009.  2010.  8p.  (PURL:  http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/00/49.html)  I344.73 EDUC 2 OCLC# 30641395

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF.  STREAMLINING ILLINOIS' EDUCATIONAL DELIVERY SYSTEMS TASK FORCE.
* @ Recommendation submitted to the Governor and the Illinois General Assembly.  2010.  30p.  I370.5 I29eds OCLC# 673777092
EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF. TASK FORCE ON INNOVATION, INTERVENTION, AND RESTRUCTURING.
  * Report on Task Force on Innovation, Intervention, and Restructuring. 2010. 1 vol. I371.2 I29i OCLC# 525286905

EDUCATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD, ILLINOIS.
  @ Annual report, fiscal years 2009. 2010. 18p. I331.898 I29sa OCLC# 20157619
  @ Decisions. January - December, 2010. I331.89041 I29de OCLC# 11560798

ELECTIONS, STATE BOARD OF.
  * Absentee voting. 2009. brochure. I324.6 ABSE 2009 OCLC# 637032154
  * Deputy registrar guidelines. 2010. 15p. I324.79173 DEPU 2009 OCLC# 608287280
  * Early voting: early primary. 2009. brochure. I324.65 EARL 4 OCLC# 489265569
  * Election code of Illinois annotated. 2009. 1 vol. I342.07 LELS 3 OCLC# 30572010
  * Grace period registration: deadline extended for one week. 2009. brochure. I324.64 GRAC OCLC# 502145460
  * Guide for pollwatchers. 2010. 18p. I324.2422 I29g OCLC# 06176916
  * Military and overseas voter guidelines. 2010. 29p. I324.65 MILI 2009 OCLC# 608261852
  * State of Illinois official vote cast at the primary election, general primary, held on February 2, 1010. 2010. 174p. I324.26 I29pb OCLC# 04960540

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY, ILLINOIS.
  @ Annual survey report, 2008. 2009. 18p. I363.728 I291 OCLC# 61279307

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, DEPARTMENT OF.
  * Affirmative action plan, FY 2010. 2010. 1 vol. OVERSIZE I331.133 ILLI OCLC# 32192505
  * Illinois unemployment insurance law handbook. Transmittal no. 10-1. May, 2010. 1 vol. OVERSIZE I346.73 ILLI OCLC# 35174781
  * Report to the General Assembly: FY2010 report on bilingual frontline staff. 2010. 1 vol. I306.449 I29rga OCLC# 613612649

ENDANGERED SPECIES PROTECTION BOARD, ILLINOIS. DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES.
  @ Biennial report, July 2008 - June 2010. 2010. 21p. (web site: http://dnr.state.il.us/espb/publications.html) I578.68 I29b OCLC# 56189784

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY AND; DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY.
  * Does my business need a air pollution control permit? 2010. 25p. I363.7 DOES 3 OCLC# 656303532

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY.
  * Affirmative action plan, 2010. 2010. 1 vol. I331.2 ILLI 5 OCLC# 38434221
  * Former Toastmaster property, soil gas sampling results, 401 Washington Street, McHenry County, Algonquin, Illinois. 2010. 4p. (Fact sheet #2) I363.728 FORM 4 OCLC# 664555972
* Illinois groundwater protection program: biennial comprehensive status and self-assessment report.  2010.  78p.  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/31/44.html) I363.7394 I29i 2 OCLC# 22457227
* Investigation at Markham illegal dumping site, Markham, Cook County, Illinois.  2010.  4p.  (Fact sheet #1) I363.728 MARK  OCLC# 63702259
* Investigation at Markham illegal dumping site, Markham, Cook County, Illinois.  2010.  4p.  (Fact sheet #2) I363.728 MARK 2010:July  OCLC# 654379925
* Middletown open burning factsheet.  May, 2010.  1 sheet.  I363.72 MIDD  OCLC# 646041827
* Opening burning factsheet for municipalities.  2010.  3p.  I363.7387 OPEN  OCLC# 664562255
* Poster, poetry and prose calendar, 2011.  2010  1 vol.  I741.9 POST  OCLC# 671243439
* Prevention of illegal dumping in Illinois.  2010.  2p.  I363.728 PREV  OCLC# 671243377
* Small counties newsletter.  vol. 1 – vol. 2.  Spring, 2009 – Spring, 2010.  I363.70525 SMAL  OCLC# 639983712
* Springfield Iron Company, Factory Street, Illinois EPA site #1671209276, Sangamon County, Springfield, Illinois.  2010.  1 sheet.  (Fact Sheet #1) I363.728 SPRI  OCLC# 671765136
* Update #4:  Crestwood bedrock groundwater sample results.  2009.  1 sheet.  I363.728 CRES 3  OCLC# 466390482
* Using green infrastructure to manage urban stormwater quality: a review of selected practices and state programs, draft.  2010.  1 vol.  OVERSIZE I551.488 USIN  OCLC# 649692370

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. COMMUNITY RELATIONS OFFICE.

* Congress Development Company/Allied Waste Transportation, Inc., Hillside landfill factsheet, Hillside, Illinois.  2010.  4p.  (Fact sheet #1) I363.728 HILL  OCLC# 671243393
* Groundwater contamination site near former dry cleaner site, McHenry, Illinois.  2009.  4p.  (Fact sheet #3) I363.728 MCHE 3  OCLC# 489468503
* New Jersey Zinc/Mobil Chemical, Bureau County, DePue, Illinois.  2010.  3p.  (Fact sheet # 13) I363.7396 NEWJ 2010  OCLC# 664557045
* Veolia ES Orchard Hills Landfill and Winnebago Landfill order issues.  2010.  2p.  (Fact sheet # 2) I363.728 VEOL  OCLC# 664559760

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. LAND BUREAU.

* Former Marathon Oil Station, 1130-1154 Bellwood Ave., Bellwood Illinois.  2009.  1 sheet.  I363.728 BELL  OCLC# 492146969

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. POLLUTION PREVENTION OFFICE.

* Report on incentive payments for removing mercury switches from end-of-life vehicles in Illinois.  2010.  4p.  I615.925663 REPO  OCLC# 518148056

EXECUTIVE INSPECTOR GENERAL, OFFICE OF.

* EEO/AA policy and plan, fiscal year 2011.  2010.  130p.  I331.133 I29eeoaa  OCLC# 57479258

FIRE MARSHAL, OFFICE OF THE STATE.

* Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2011.  2010.  1 vol.  I331.133 I29sfm  OCLC# 460949760
GAMING BOARD, ILLINOIS.
* @ Affirmative action plan for fiscal year 2010. 2009. 113p. I331.133 I29Igb OCLC# 489468428
* @ Annual report, 2009. 2010. 68p. I363.42 ILLI 2 OCLC# 28641626

GENERAL ASSEMBLY – see also:
ADMINISTRATIVE RULES, JOINT COMMITTEE ON.
GOVERNMENT FORECASTING AND ACCOUNTABILITY, COMMISSION ON.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. REPUBLICAN STAFF.
LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COMMISSION.
LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU.
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH UNIT.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, STATE. UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN.
INSTITUTE FOR NATURAL RESOURCES SUSTAINABILITY.
@ Annual report for active IDOT wetland compensation and hydrologic monitoring sites, September 1, 2008 to September 1, 2009, by Christine S. Fucciolo, et at. 2009. 1 CD-ROM. (Open file series 2009-05) SOFTWARE I557.7308 OFS OCLC# 422745080
@ Annual report for active IDOT wetland compensation and hydrologic monitoring sites, September 1, 2009 to August 31, 2010. 2010. 1 CD-ROM. (Open file series 2010-04)
@ Annual report for active IDOT wetland compensation and hydrologic monitoring sites, September 1, 2008 to September 1, 2009, by Christine S. Fucciolo, et at. 2009. 240p. (Open file series 2009-05) 1557.7308 OFS OCLC# 422745108
@ Annual report for active IDOT wetland compensation and hydrologic monitoring sites, September 1, 2009 to August 31, 2010. 2010. 251p. (Open file series 2010-04)
Geochemistry of glacial sediments in Illinois are adjacent areas, by Antigone Dixon-Warren and Andrew J. Stumpf. 2010. 1 CD-ROM. (Open file series 2010-2) SOFTWARE I557.7308 OFS 2010-2 OCLC# 647761793
Groundwater flow modeling as a tool to understand watershed geology: Blackberry Creek watershed, Kane and Kendall Counties, Illinois, by Edward Mehnert. 2010. 24p. (Circular 576) I557 Gc-576 OCLC# 657404181
Groundwater flow modeling as a tool to understand watershed geology: Blackberry Creek watershed, Kane and Kendall Counties, Illinois, by Edward Mehnert. 2010. 1 CD-ROM. (Circular 576) SOFTWARE I557 Gc-576 OCLC# 664253898
Impact of carbon dioxide sequestration on reservoir brine composition at an enhanced oil recovery site in Fayette County, Illinois, by Peter M. Berger, William R. Roy, Edward Mahnert, Ivan G. Krapac, Bracken Wimmer, and Abbas Iranmanesh. 2010. 1 CD-ROM. (Open file series 2010-1) SOFTWARE I557.73 OFS 2010-1 OCLC# 644194537
Impact of carbon dioxide sequestration on reservoir brine composition at an enhanced oil recovery site in Fayette County, Illinois, by Peter M. Berger, William R. Roy, Edward Mahnert, Ivan G. Krapac, Bracken Wimmer, and Abbas Iranmanesh. 2010. 15p. (Open file series 2010-1) I557.7308 OFS 2010-1 OCLC# 644161060

Level II hydrogeologic characterization report: East Cape Girardeau wetland mitigation site, FAP 312 (IL 146), BDE SEQ.no. 633A, Alexander County, Illinois, by Eric T. Plankell. 2010. 1 CD-ROM. (Open file series 2010-3) SOFTWARE I557.7308 OFS 2010-3 OCLC# 647762673


Oil and gas development maps: base maps series, by Steven R. Gustison. 2006. 1 CD-ROM. (Open file series 2006-5) SOFTWARE I622.338 GUST OCLC# 436734486

Quadrangle and county coal mine maps and directories. 2010. 1 DVD. SOFTWARE I622.334 ILLI 2 2010 OCLC# 644186566

Sedimentology and reservoir characterization of the silurian carbonates in the Mt. Auburn trend of the Sangamon arch, west-central Illinois, by Yaghoob Lasemi, Beverly Seyler, Zakaria Lasemi, and Zohreh Askari Khorasgani. 2010. 33p. (Circular 557) I557 Gc 577 OCLC# 676695504

Sedimentology and reservoir characterization of the silurian carbonates in the Mt. Auburn trend of the Sangamon arch, west-central Illinois, by Yaghoob Lasemi, Beverly Seyler, Zakaria Lasemi, and Zohreh Askari Khorasgani. 2010. 1 CD-ROM. (Circular 557) SOFTWARE I557 Gc 577 OCLC# 676695504


Three-dimensional geological mapping. 2009. 1 CD-ROM. (Open file series 2009-4) SOFTWARE I557.7308 OFS 2009-4 OCLC# 518158514

Three-dimensional geological mapping. 2009. 74p. (Open file series 2009-4) I557.7308 OFS 2009-4 OCLC# 518156667

GOVERNMENT FORECASTING AND ACCOUNTABILITY, COMMISSION ON. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
* @ Capital plan analysis, FY 2011. 2010. 1 vol. I351.722 ILLI 3 OCLC# 233635730

30
* Directory of Illinois public retirement systems and pension funds. 2010. 38p. I331.252 DIRE 2010 OCLC# 613614450
* Economic forecast. 2010. 1 vol. I336.02 ECON 2010 OCLC# 637027499
* Fiscal analysis of the downstate police & downstate fire pension funds in Illinois. 2010. 133p. I331.252 I29pf OCLC# 624322122
* Illinois national rankings. 2010. 41p. I317.3 I29nr 2 OCLC# 63198157
* Liabilities of the state employees' group health insurance program, fiscal year 2011. 2010. 18p. I353.9767 REPO 2 OCLC# 61240740
* Sales taxes in Illinois. 2010. 35p. I336.27 SALE OCLC# 642829262

GOVERNOR.
* State of Illinois operating and capital budgets, fiscal year 2011. 2010. 1 CD-ROM. SOFTWARE I351.72 I29b 6 OCLC# 61451965

GOVERNOR. (2009-2011: Quinn)
* Executive order. no. 10-01. 2010. (Creating the Office of Health Information Technology) I353.9 I29ex OCLC# 7316805
* Executive order. no. 10-02. 2010. (Creating Governor's Office of New Americans)
* Executive order. no. 10-03. 2010. (Project labor agreements)
* Executive order. no. 10-04. 2010. (Consolidate agencies by the transfer of certain reproduction services of the Dept. of Commerce and Economic Development, Dept. of Healthcare and Family Services, Dept. of Public Health and Dept. on Aging to the Dept. of Human Services facility)
* Executive order. no. 10-05. 2010. (Commissioning a plan for integrating the Department of Juvenile Justice into the Department of Children and Family Services)
* Executive order. no. 10-06. 2010. (Transfer functions from the Department of Human Services to the Department of Public Health)
* Executive order. no. 10-07. 2010. (Promote clean water, outdoor recreational space, and youth environmental education initiatives)
* Executive order. no. 10-08. 2010. (Creating the Office of Early Childhood Development)
* Executive order. no. 10-09. 2010. (Creating Put Illinois to Work)
* Executive order. no. 10-10. 2010. (Requiring additional spending reductions)
* Executive order. no. 10-11. 2010. (Creating the Illinois Anti-Violence Commission)
* Executive order. no. 10-13. 2010. (Creating the Elgin-Ohare West ByPass Advisory Council)
* Executive order. no. 10-14. 2010. (Establishment of a Coastal Management Program in Illinois)

HEALTH FACILITIES AND SERVICES REVIEW BOARD, ILLINOIS.
* Annual report of Ex parte communications. 2009. 2p. I658.472 I29epc OCLC# 608258023
HEALTHCARE AND FAMILY SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF.
* Affirmative action plan, FY 2011. 2010. 94p. I351.833 ILLI 4 OCLC# 236086491

HEALTHCARE AND FAMILY SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT DIVISION.
* Informacion que usted debe saber sobre la paternidad. 2009. brochure. (Spanish) I362.7 PATE Spanish OCLC# 502145484
* Paternity information you should know. 2009. brochure. I362.7 PATE OCLC# 502146269

HEALTHCARE AND FAMILY SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. AND; DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH.
@ Excellence in academic medicine payments for fiscal year 2009. 2009. 1 vol. I610.71 EXEL OCLC# 639345431
@ FY2009 medical expenditures for services provided in prior fiscal years. 2009. 1 vol. I363.1 I29me OCLC# 489122962
@ FY2010 medical expenditures for services provided in prior fiscal years. 2010. 5p.

HIGHER EDUCATION – see also:
State universities by proper names.

HIGHER EDUCATION, BOARD OF.
* Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2011. 2010. 1 vol. I331.2041 ILLI OCLC# 38212749
* Annual report on public university revenues and expenditures, fiscal year 2010. 2010. 1 vol. I379.13 I29re OCLC# 53947211
* Annual report to the Illinois General Assembly on public university tuition and fee waivers, FY2008-2009. 2009. 1 vol. I378.309773 I29a OCLC# 52499292
* Fiscal year 2011 higher education budget recommendations, operations, grants, and capital improvements. 2010. 78p. I378.02 ILLI 6 OCLC# 47953455
* Report on the efficiency and sustainability of the Monetary Award Program, as directed by House Joint Resolution 75 and in response to House Joint Resolution 54. 2010. 104p. I378.3 I29rep OCLC# 610020618

HISTORIC PRESERVATION AGENCY, ILLINOIS.
* Dana-Thomas House teacher packet. 2004. Kit. KIT I720.8 DANA OCLC# 631758788

HISTORIC PRESERVATION AGENCY, ILLINOIS. HISTORIC SITES DIVISION.
Preliminary report of 2009 fieldwork at Kincaid Mounds State Historic Site, by Tamira K. Brennan. 2010. 25p. I977.3 BREN OCLC# 646042042
Summary report on 2005 SIUC investigations at the Kincaid site, by Paul D. Welch and Brian M. Butler. 2005. 21p. I977.3 WELC OCLC# 646038836

HISTORIC PRESERVATION AGENCY, ILLINOIS. PRESERVATION SERVICES DIVISION.
* Historic Illinois. vol. 32, no. 5 – vol. 33, no. 4. February - December, 2010. I977.3 HIST 2 OCLC# 3990610
* @ Journal of Illinois history.  vol. 12 Index.  2009.  (Price: $18.00 per year)  I977.305 I29ja 2  OCLC# 40045726
* @ Journal of Illinois history.  vol. 12, no. 3 – vol. 13, no. 1.  Autumn, 2009 – Spring, 2010.  (Price: $18.00 per year)  I977.305 I29ja 2  OCLC# 40045726

HISTORICAL SOCIETY, ILLINOIS STATE.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. REPUBLICAN STAFF. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
Final action, 2010.  2010.  348p.  I328.37 I29at 3  OCLC# 19005588

HOUSING DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, ILLINOIS.
* @ Consolidated plan performance report as submitted to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development: program year 2009, January 1, 2009-December 31, 2009 (Draft).  2010.  348p.  I363.5 CONS DRAFT  OCLC# 37741166
* @ Draft state consolidated plan, action plan: as submitted to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, program year 2011: January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2011.  2010.  311p.  I351.7509773 I29scp DRAFT  OCLC# 39221767
* @ Illinois annual comprehensive housing plan: annual progress report January 1, 2009 through December 31, 2009.  2010.  117p.  I363.509773 BU1  OCLC# 227034574
* @ Illinois annual comprehensive housing plan: interim progress report January 1, 2010 through June 30, 2010.  2010.  104p.  I363.509773 BU1  OCLC# 320360454
* @ State of Illinois consolidated plan, program years 2010-2014: January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2014.  2010.  1 vol.  I352.7509773 I29scp  OCLC# 47178733

HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.
@ Opinions and decisions.  September - November, 2009.  I351.811 I29h  OCLC# 09023458
@ Opinions and decisions.  September - October/November, 2009.  1 CD-ROM.  SOFTWARE  I351.811 I29h  OCLC# 401725912

HUMAN SERVICES – see also:
HEALTHCARE AND FAMILY SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF.
PUBLIC HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF.

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF.
* @ Affirmative action plan, FY 2011.  2010.  88p.  I331.133 I29aap  OCLC# 39226474
* @ Annual progress report: services for persons with autism spectrum disorder, report to the Governor and General Assembly, 2009.  2010.  15p.  I362.1 I29ha  OCLC# 77535520
* @ Illinois annual performance report: Early Intervention Program: July 1, 2008-June 30, 2009.  2010.  71p.  I362.4 I29eip  OCLC# 460220724
* @ Illinois child care report, FY 2009.  2010.  31p.  I362.712 ILLI 2  OCLC# 4022609
* @ Illinois Emergency Food and Shelter Program and Supportive Housing Program, annual report for FY 2009. 2010. 1 vol. I363.8 ILLI 2a OCLC# 63931922
* @ Illinois Emergency Food and Shelter Program and Supportive Housing Program, annual report for FY 2010. 2010. 20p.
* @ Institutional services for children with developmental disabilities, severe mental illness and severe emotional disorders, second bi-annual report. 2010. 8p. I362.732 I29in OCLC# 226394508
* @ Redeploy Illinois annual report to the Governor and General Assembly. 2010. 28p. I364.36 REDE OCLC# 63791304
* @ Reduction of infant mortality in Illinois: the family case management program and special supplemental nutrition program for women, infants and children: annual report for fiscal year 2009. 2010. 1 vol. I362.7 REDU OCLC# 61241039
* @ Report of social services block grant fund and local initiative fund receipts and transfers, state fiscal year 2010: submitted September 28, 2010. 2010. 1 vol. I353.5 I29bg OCLC# 426038745
* @ Staffing level of bi-lingual employees. 2010. 27p. I353.7 I29s OCLC# 226394729

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION.
* @ Specialized alcohol and drug treatment services for women, plan years 2011-2013. 2010. 52p. I616.86106 ADVA 2011-2013 OCLC# 608304240

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. DISABILITY AND BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES DIVISION.
* @ Illinois monthly statistics. November - December, 2009 - February-March, July-September, 2010. I362.2 I29msb OCLC# 37999727
* @ Illinois statistics, fiscal year 2010. 2010. 97p. OVERSIZE I362.2 I29mhd OCLC# 40552097

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. GRANTS ADMINISTRATION OFFICE.
* @ Summary of program evaluation findings: FY2010 report. 2010. 103p. I362.1068 I29spe OCLC# 476741910

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT DIVISION.
* @ Public Act 093-0611 data, 2008/2009. 2009. 1 vol. I362.1 I29pad OCLC# 54109396

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. ILLINOIS PART C EARLY INTERVENTION TASKFORCE.
* @ Illinois Early Intervention Taskforce 97th General Assembly House Joint Resolution 50, final legislative report. 2010. 16p. I612.65 I29eit OCLC# 654381787

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. ILLINOIS STATE DIABETES COMMISSION.

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. INSPECTOR GENERAL OFFICE.
* @ Abuse and neglect of adults with disabilities, FY 10 annual report. 2010. 39p. I362.16 I29ar 3 OCLC# 63668318

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. REHABILITATION SERVICES DIVISION.
* @ Centers for Independent Living, annual report 2009. 2010. 23p. I362.4 CENT OCLC# 43351474
ILLINOIS DELEGATION TO THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS.

ILLINOIS EASTERN COMMUNITY COLLEGES. DISTRICT #529.
@ Illinois Eastern Community Colleges District #529, Olney, Illinois, comprehensive annual financial report, for the years ended June 30, 2010 and 2009. 2010. 81p. I350.7232 IECC OCLC# 671748670

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY, NORMAL. DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY-GEOLGY.
@ Glacial deposits, 2009-2010. v. 38. 2010. 56p. I910 GLAC OCLC# 25985681

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY. BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
@ Biennial proceedings, January 1, 2008 - December 31, 2009. 2010. 212p. I353.8225 ILLI OCLC# 40214362

ILLINOIS STROKE TASK FORCE. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH.
* @ Annual report to the General Assembly, 2009. 2010. 13p. I616.81 ILLI OCLC# 181764979
* @ Annual report to the General Assembly, 2010. 2010. 6p.

INSTITUTE FOR NATURAL RESOURCES SUSTAINABILITY – see also:
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, STATE.
NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY, STATE.

INSURANCE, DEPARTMENT OF.
* @ Cost containment annual report to the Illinois General Assembly, 2010. 2010. 44p. I368.015 I29ar 3 OCLC# 639344739

INSURANCE, DEPARTMENT OF. CONSUMER HEALTH INSURANCE OFFICE.
* @ Annual report, 2009. 2010. 1 vol. I353.69 ILLI OCLC# 45916805

INTERAGENCY COORDINATING COUNCIL, ILLINOIS.
* @ Status of transition services for secondary students with disabilities in Illinois, 2008-2009 annual report to the Governor and General Assembly. 2010. 51p. I362.4 INTE OCLC# 29858485

INVESTMENT, STATE BOARD OF.
* @ Report on emerging money managers, fiscal year 2009 update. 2009. 1 vol. I332.6709 MONE OCLC# 61520624
* @ Report to the Governor and General Assembly: economic opportunity investments 2010. 16p. I332.6 I29eoi OCLC# 461340383

JUVENILE JUSTICE, DEPARTMENT OF.
* @ Quarterly report to the legislature. October 1, 2009 - April 1, 2010. I364.36 I29q OCLC# 84661440
* @ Quarterly report. 2nd qtr. 2010. I364.36 I29q 2 OCLC# 671761430

LABOR RELATIONS BOARD, ILLINOIS.
* @ Annual report, 2009. 2010. 62p. I351.832 ILLI 2 OCLC# 63537512
LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING AND STANDARDS BOARD, ILLINOIS.

- Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2011. 2010. 1 vol. OVERSIZE I331.133 ILLI 2 OCLC# 48170139

- Annual report: Intergovernmental Law Enforcement Officers In-Service Training Act, fiscal year 2009. 2010. 1 vol. I363.2 I29a 2 OCLC# 51873398

LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COMMISSION, GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

  Program audit: funding provided by or through the State of Illinois to the Chicago Project for Violence Prevention for the CeaseFire Program. 2007. 17p. (web site: http://www.ilga.gov/commission/lac/lac_home.html) I350.7232 I29p29a OCLC# 505784541

LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

- Case report (and cumulative report of Illinois statutes held unconstitutional), 2010. 2010. 125p. I347.01 I29ca OCLC# 25169706

- Final legislative synopsis and digest of the 2009 session of the 96th General Assembly. no. 16. February 9, 2009. 5 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year) I328.2 L- OCLC# 4039666

- Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2010 session of the 96th General Assembly. no. 1. January 15, 2010. 2 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year) I328.2 L- OCLC# 4039666

- Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2010 session of the 96th General Assembly. no. 2. February 5, 2010. 2 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

- Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2010 session of the 96th General Assembly. no. 3. February 11, 2010. 3 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

- Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2010 session of the 96th General Assembly. no. 4. February 19, 2010. 3 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

- Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2010 session of the 96th General Assembly. no. 5. February 26, 2010. 3 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)
* @ $ Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2010 session of the 96th General Assembly. no. 6. March 5, 2010. 3 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

* @ $ Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2010 session of the 96th General Assembly. no. 7. March 12, 2010. 3 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

* @ $ Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2010 session of the 96th General Assembly. no. 8. March 19, 2010. 3 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

* @ $ Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2010 session of the 96th General Assembly. no. 9. March 26, 2010. 4 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

* @ $ Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2010 session of the 96th General Assembly. no. 10. April 16, 2010. 4 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

* @ $ Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2010 session of the 96th General Assembly. no. 11. April 23, 2010. 4 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

* @ $ Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2010 session of the 96th General Assembly. no. 12. April 30, 2010. 4 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

* @ $ Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2010 session of the 96th General Assembly. no. 13. September 15, 2010. 4 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH UNIT. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

* @ Detailed organization report: Boards and Commissions with Legislative appointments. December, 2009 – November 2010. 1328.3455 LRU 2 OCLC# 71783340

* @ Directory of Illinois state officials, 96th General Assembly. 2010. 103p. (web site: http://www.ilga.gov/commission/lru/lru_home.html) I328.773 DIRE 7 OCLC# 18489698

* @ Federal funds to state agencies, FY 2008-2010. 2010. 1 vol. I336.185 FEDE 2 OCLC# 61212086

* @ First reading. vol. 23, no. 3 – vol. 24, no. 2. February - November, 2010. (web site: http://www.ilga.gov/commission/lru/lru_home.html) I328.773 FIRS OCLC# 15102200


* @ Laws for older adults. 2010. 36p. I328 I29p no. 348 OCLC# 608202749

* @ Penalties for crimes in Illinois. 2010. 1 sheet. I328 I29f 9-479 2010 OCLC# 637019778

LIBRARY, STATE. LITERACY OFFICE. OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE.

* @ Guide to the Secretary of State literacy effort, 2010. 2010. 42p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/02/06.html) I374.012 ILLI OCLC# 38309993

* @ Guide to the Secretary of State literacy effort, 2011. 2010. 42p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/02/06.html)

* e Reading & activities calendar. 2010. 1 vol. I3782.64044 READ OCLC# 671246721

LIBRARY, STATE. OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE AND; ILLINOIS LIBRARY SYSTEMS.

* Illinois State Library capital needs assessment survey results. 2009. 1 vol. 1021.83 I29ena OCLC# 609905445
LIBRARY, STATE. OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE.
* (web site: http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/departments/library/what_we_do/depository_programs/home.html) 1015.353 I29p 3 OCLC# 04791894

LIBRARY, STATE. TALKING BOOK & BRAILLE SERVICES. OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE.
* Illinois network of talking book and braille libraries: “listening is reading”: free audio and braille library services for the print impaired reader. 2010. brochure. 1027.663 TBBS 2 2010 OCLC# 673777048

MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET, OFFICE OF.
$1,300,000,000 general obligation certificates as of July 2010, official notice relating to the Official Notice of Sale of the Certificates dated July 12, 2010. 2010. 1 sheet. I332.6323 GOC OFFI 2010:July 12 official notice OCLC# 652522702

Official notice of bond sale and bid form, $300,000,000 general obligation bonds, Taxable Build America Bonds, series 2010-2, $56,000,000 general obligation bonds, taxable series of March 2010. 2010. 1 vol. I332.6323 GOB 2010-2 OCLC# 541066291

Official notice of sale and bid form, $1,300,000,000 general obligation certificates as of July 2010. 2010. 1 vol. I332.6323 GOC OFFI 2010:July OCLC# 652523112


Official statement addendum dated July 20, 2010, $1,300,000,000 general obligation certificates as of July 2010. 2010. 1 vol. I332.6323 GOC OFFI 2010:July Adden. OCLC# 652522644


Official statement, $1,000,000,000 general obligation bonds, taxable build America bonds, series 2010-1. 2010. 1 vol. I332.6323 GOB 2010-1 OCLC# 518081101

Official statement, $300,000,000 general obligation bonds, Taxable Build America Bonds, series 2010-2, $56,000,000 general obligation bonds, taxable series of March 2010. 2010. 1 vol. I332.6323 GOB OFFI 2010-2:Mar. OCLC# 608273397

Official statement, $700,000,000 general obligation bonds, Taxable Build America Bonds, series 2010-3. 2010. 1 vol. I332.6323 GOB OFFI 2010-3 OCLC# 609677887


Preliminary official statement dated April 12, 2010, $700,000,000 general obligation bonds, taxable build America bonds, series 2010-3. 2010. 1 vol. I332.6323 GOB PREL 2010-3 OCLC# 608267655


Preliminary official statement dated January 20, 2010, $1,000,000,000 general obligation bonds, taxable build America bonds, series 2010-1. 2010. 1 vol. I332.6323 GOB PREL 2010-1 OCLC# 516234042
Preliminary official statement, $1,300,000,000 general obligation certificates as of July 2010. 2010. 1 vol. I332.6323 GOC PREL 2010:July OCLC# 652522159

Preliminary official statement, $250,000,000 general obligation bonds, series of April, 2010. 2010. 1 vol. I332.6323 GOB PREL 2010:Apr. OCLC# 608271926

Preliminary official statement, $300,000,000 general obligation bonds, Taxable Build America Bonds, series 2010-2, $56,000,000 general obligation bonds, taxable series of March 2010. 2010. 1 vol. I332.6323 GOB PREL 2010-2 OCLC# 541062444

METROPOLITAN PIER AND EXPOSITION AUTHORITY, ILLINOIS.
@  Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2011. 2010. 1 vol. I351.833 I29mpe 2 OCLC# 51309629
@  Metropolitan Pier and Exposition Authority financial plan for fiscal years 2011, 2012 and 2013. 2010. 57p. 1725.11 METR OCLC# 56664544

MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT PREVENTION COUNCIL, ILLINOIS.
@  Annual report, 2007. 2008. 20p. I364.162 ILLI 2 OCLC# 26108051

MUSEUM, STATE. DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES.
@  Events & activities. January/February/March – October/November/December, 2010. I069 EVEN OCLC# 04656537
@  Impressions. vol. 26, no. 5 – vol. 27, no. 3. January/February, 2009 – Spring, 2010. OVERSIZE I069.09773 I29I OCLC#

MUSEUM, STATE. PUBLIC PROGRAMS. DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES.
*  @  The living museum. vol. 71 no. 3/4 – vol. 72, no. 2/3. Summer/Fall, 2009 – Summer, 2010. I069 LIVI OCLC# 1604159

NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY. DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES.
@  Results of the 1998 Illinois woodcock hunter survey. 2001. 33p. I799.24 I29r OCLC# 649701452
@  1998-1999 Illinois hunter harvest report. 1999. 76p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/12/88.html) I799.2 I29r OCLC# 649701852
@  1999-2000 Illinois hunter harvest report. 2000. 75p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/12/88.html)
@  2004-2005 Illinois hunter harvest survey. 2005. 51p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/12/88.html)

Illinois deer hunters' attitudes toward use of handguns during firearm deer season, by Craig A. Miller. 2003. 10p. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/34/63.html) I799.2765 MILL OCLC# 401702492

Perceptions of wildlife crop damage and depredation among agricultural producers in Illinois, by Craig A. Miller. 2003. 33p. I363.996 MILL 2 OCLC# 164593468
@  Results of the 2005 Illinois conservation order snow goose survey. 2005. 17p. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/20/25.html) I799.2447 RESU OCLC# 466775545
@  Results of the 2006 Illinois conservation order snow goose survey. 2006. 17p. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/20/25.html)
Results of the 2007 Illinois conservation order light goose hunter survey. 2007. 27p. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/20/25.html)

Results of the 2009 Illinois conservation order light goose hunter survey. 2009. 18p. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/20/25.html)

Results of the 2005-2006 Illinois deer hunter survey. 2006. 29p. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/71.html) I799.2765 DEER OCLC# 649692420

Results of the 2000 Illinois light goose conservation action hunter survey. 2000. 4p. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/13/35.html) I799.2447 RESU OCLC# 466775545

Results of the 2001 Illinois light goose conservation action hunter survey. 2001. 8p. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/13/35.html)

Results of the 2002 Illinois light goose conservation action hunter survey. 2002. 8p. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/13/35.html)

Results of the 2003 Illinois light goose conservation action hunter survey. 2003. 8p. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/13/35.html)

Results of the 2004 Illinois light goose conservation action hunter survey. 2004. 15p. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/13/35.html)

Results of the 2003-2004 Illinois hunter access survey. 2006. 13p. 1799.2 I29re OCLC# 183192583

Results of the 1999-2000 Illinois rabbit hunter survey. 2001. 6p. 1799.25932 ILLI OCLC# 649700015

Results of the 2000-2001 Illinois squirrel hunter survey. 2002. 6p. 1799.25936 I29r OCLC# 649700065

Results of the 2007-2008 Illinois waterfowl hunter survey. 2009. 52p. 1799.244 RESU OCLC# 183190487


NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY. UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN. INSTITUTE FOR NATURAL RESOURCES SUSTAINABILITY.

Illinois Natural History Survey reports. no. 402 – no. 404. Winter - Summer, 2010. 1574.05 ILLI OCLC# 02447503


Results of the 2007-2008 forest wildlife survey: chronic wasting disease and Illinois deer. 2010. 60p. 1799.292 LISC 2 OCLC# 647751957

Results of the 2007-2008 Illinois hunter harvest survey. 2009. 48p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/12/88.html) 1799.2 I29r OCLC# 649701852

Results of the 2008-2009 Illinois hunter harvest survey. 2010. 49p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/12/88.html)


Results of the 2008-2009 Illinois waterfowl hunter survey. 2010. 61p. 1799.244 RESU OCLC# 183190487

NATURAL RESOURCES – see also:
MUSEUM, STATE.

NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF.

Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2011. 2010. 1 vol. I331.2 ILLI 3 OCLC# 40225961


Illinois fishes. volume 1. 2010. Poster. POSTER I333.956 ILLI OCLC# 671751299

Land and water, June 30, 2009. 2010. 46p. OVERSIZE I333.7 I291 2 OCLC# 06190568


NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF. EDUCATION DIVISION.

Biodiversity of Illinois. 2010. 3 CD-ROM. (v. 1 Aquatic Habitats; v. 2 Woodland Habitats; v. 3 Prairie & Edge Habitats) SOFTWARE I578.7 BIOD 2010 OCLC# 664880139

Illinois biodiversity. 2010. 1 CD-ROM. SOFTWARE I333.9516 ILLI 2010 OCLC# 671248774

Illinois ferns. 2010. Poster. POSTER I587.3 ILLI OCLC# 643341111

Illinois natural resources trading cards: set #5. 2010. 65 cards; 1 poster. OVERSIZE I333.95 ILLI 2 no.5 OCLC# 664562826

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY PRESS.

Articulating rights: nineteenth-century American women on race, reform, and the state, Alison M. Parker. 2010. 290p. (Price: $38.00) I323.092 PARK OCLC# 441945658

Becoming metropolitan: urban selfhood and the making of modern Cracow, by Nathaniel D. Wood. 2010. 272p. (Price: $40.00) I943.862 WOOD OCLC# 697574241


Celebrating the Republic: presidential ceremony and popular sovereignty, from Washington to Monroe, by Sandra Moats. 2010. 243p. (Price: $36.00) I973.3 MOAT OCLC# 406164805

Chapel in the sky: Knox College's Old Main and its Masonic architect, by R. Lance Factor. 2010. 167p. (Price: $29.95) I378.773 FACT OCLC# 406164749

Creating the nation: identity and aesthetics in early nineteenth-century Russia and Bohemia, by David L. Cooper. 2010. 347p. (Price: $42.00) I813 WOMA OCLC# 406164789

Gaining ground in Illinois: welfare reform and person-centered policy analysis, by Dan A. Lewis. 2010. 158p. (Price: $32.00) I362.5 LEWI OCLC# 406164775

John Doe no. 2 and the Dreamland Motel, by Kenneth Womack. 2010. 232p. (Price: $13.95) I813 I940.54 WOMA  OCLC# 588998937

John Paul Stevens: an independent life, by Bill Barnhart and Gene Schlickman. 2010. 311p. (Price: $26.95) I940.54 PAUL 2 OCLC# 497574289

Meaningful tone: a study of tonal morphology in compounds, form classes, and expressive phrases in white Hmong, by Martha Susan Ratliff. 2010. 269p. (Price: $29.00) I495.9 RATL OCLC# 497574253

Memoir of a Gulag actress, by Tamara Petkevich; translated by Yasha Klots and Ross Ufberg; foreword by Joshua Rubenstein. 2010. 481p. (Price: $35.00) I921 PETK OCLC# 607655812

Peculiar boars of Malloy, by Doug Crandell. 2010. 235p. (Price: $13.95) I813.6 CRAN OCLC# 497574316

Property of communist: the urban housing program from Stalin to Khrushchev, by Mark B. Smith. 2010. 240p. (Price: $40.00) I363.5 SMIT OCLC# 497574283

Quick cash: the story of the loan shark, by Robert Mayer. 2010. 293p. (Price: $35.00) I332.8 MAYE OCLC# 609304077

Russia in 1913, by Wayne Dowler. 2010. 351p. (Price: $35.00) I947.08 DOWL OCLC# 607655824

Saint Sergius of Radonezh, his Trinity Monastery, and the formation of the Russian identity, by David B. Miller. 2010. 348p. (Price: $38.00) I271.8147 MILL OCLC# 607656571

Separate schools: gender, policy, and practice in postwar Soviet education, by E. Thomas Ewing. 2010. 300p. (Price: $42.00) I371.821 EWIN OCLC# 612963540

Soviet medicine: culture, practice, and science, edited by Frances L. Bernstein, Christopher Burton, Dan Healey. 2010. 286p. (Price: $43.00) I362.10947 SOVI OCLC# 614988726

Space, place and power in modern Russia: essays in the new spatial history, edited by Mark Bassin, Christopher Ely, and Melissa K. Stockdale. 2010. 268p. (Price: $42.00) I947.08 SPAC OCLC# 497574295

Spiritual elders: charisma and tradition in Russian Orthodoxy, by Irina Paert. 2010. 286p. (Price: $43.00) I253.5088 PAER OCLC# 606235002

Striking with the ballot: Ohio labor and the populist party, by Michael Pierce. 2010. 291p. (Price: $39.00) I324.2732 PIER OCLC# 497574268


To bring law home: the federal judiciary in early national Rhode Island, by D. Kurt Graham. 2010. 186p. (Price: $32.00) I347.745 GRAH OCLC# 406164736

To secure the liberty of the people: James Madison's Bill of Rights and the Supreme Court's interpretation, by Eric T. Kasper. 2010. 301p. (Price: $38.00) I347.7302 KASP OCLC# 497574277

Wives, slaves and concubines: a history of the female underclass in Dutch Asia, by Eric Jones. 2010. 186p. (Price: $38.00) I305.48 JONE OCLC# 406164695

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, DEKALB. COLLEGE OF LAW.

POLICE, DEPARTMENT OF STATE.

* e 480-hour basic training course for local law enforcement officers, class 14: graduation September 20 - December 11, 2009. 2009. 4p. I363.2 ILLI 17 OCLC# 489123052

* e 480-hour basic training course for local law enforcement officers, class 15: graduation January 10 - April 2, 2010. 2010. 4p. I363.2 ILLI 18 OCLC# 608292082
* e 480-hour basic training course for local law enforcement officers, class 16: graduation April 18 – July 8, 2010. 2010. 4p. I363.2 ILLI 19 OCLC# 649513714

* @ Annual report FY09: Metropolitan Enforcement Group. 2010. 34p. I363.284 I29r 2 OCLC# 25568408

* e Awards ceremony, 2010. 2010. 21p. I363.2 AWAR 2010 OCLC# 649497054


* Distracted driving: if your attention is focused here … who's watching the road? 2010. brochure. I363.1251 DIST OCLC# 516214029

* @ DNA testing accountability report, FY 2009. 2009. 8p. I362.25 DNA 2 OCLC# 63674254

* @ DNA testing accountability report, FY 2010. 2010. 9p.

* @ Missing children report, fiscal year 2009. 2009. 15p. I363.2336 I29a 2 OCLC# 35959173

* e Promotional ceremony, May 24, 2010. 2010. 4p. I363.2 PROM 2010 OCLC# 642829268


* @ Report on the use of eavesdropping devices during 2009. 2010. 1 vol. I363.252 REPO 2 OCLC# 36168133

POLICE, DEPARTMENT OF STATE. FORENSIC SERVICES DIVISION.

POLICE, DEPARTMENT OF STATE. IDENTIFICATION BUREAU.
* CHRI user's manual: criminal history record information. 2010. loose-leaf. OVERSIZE I364.0285 CHRI 2010 OCLC# 671243335

* Guide to understanding criminal history record check information. 2010. 105p. I364.0285 I29g 2 OCLC# 664558054

* Viewing and challenging your criminal history record. 2010. brochure. I345.73 VIEW OCLC# 671246060

POLICE, DEPARTMENT OF STATE. LABOR RELATIONS AND SPECIAL PROJECTS OFFICE.
* @ 2008 in review. 2009. 13p. I363.22 I29In OCLC# 51166953

* @ 2009 in review. 2010. 24p.

POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD.
* @ Annual report, 2009. 2009. 24p. 1614.7 I29a OCLC# 1789255

* @ Environmental register. no. 666 – no. 677. December, 2009 – November, 2010. 1614.7 I29na OCLC# 8802677

PROPERTY TAX APPEAL BOARD, ILLINOIS.
* @ Annual report, 2009. 2010. 16p. I336.22 I29ar OCLC# 54481803

* @ Annual report, 2009 amended. 2010. 16p.

* @ Synopsis of representative cases decided by the board during calendar year 2009. 2010 1 vol. I343.054 I29ap 2 OCLC# 39274508

PUBLIC HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF.
* @ Illinois Health and Hazardous Substances Registry annual report, July 2008 through June 2009. 2009. 49p. 1614.4 ILLI 2 OCLC# 22746979
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* [@] Long-term care annual report to the General Assembly, 2009. 2010. 66p. I362.16 I29ltc OCLC# 53874986

* [@] Prostate and Testicular Cancer Program report to the General Assembly, fiscal year 2010. 2010. 9p. I616.99 I29ptc OCLC# 460220398


PUBLIC HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF. ILLINOIS CENTER FOR RURAL HEALTH.

* [@] Medical Student Scholarship Program, 2009 annual report. 2010. 12p. I610.71 MEDI OCLC# 33323971

RACING BOARD, ILLINOIS.

* [@] Affirmative action plan for fiscal year 2010. 2009. 102p. I798.4 ILLI OCLC# 39068765


* [@] Annual report, 2006. 2007. 50p. I798.4 I29ar 2 OCLC# 05999156


RETIREMENT SYSTEM, STATE EMPLOYEES'.

* [@] Comprehensive annual financial report for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2009. 2010. 64p (web site: http://www.state.il.us/srs/SERS/annreports_sers.htm) I351.5 I29as 3a OCLC# 31959936

* [@] Informer. December, 2009 – September, 2010. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/63/62.html) I351.5 SERS 6a OCLC# 14163602

* [@] SERS-o-gram. April, 2010. 4p. I351.5 SERS 7 OCLC# 05059009

RETIREMENT SYSTEM, TEACHERS'.

* [@] Affirmative action plan, fiscal year July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011. 2010. 97p. I331.133 I29trs OCLC# 460214657

* [@] Annual financial report summary for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2009. 2009. 8p. I351.5 ILLI 2 OCLC# 45709328

* [@] Comprehensive annual financial report for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2009. 2009. 112p. I331.252 ILLI 7 OCLC# 32150878


RETIREMENT SYSTEMS OF ILLINOIS, STATE UNIVERSITIES.

* [@] Report to the Governor and General Assembly: economic opportunity investments. 2010. 1 vol. I332.6 I29surs OCLC# 460219461

RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, STATE.

* [@] Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2011. 2010. 1 vol. I331.133 I29srs OCLC# 430490555

REVENUE, DEPARTMENT OF.

* @ Income exempt from taxes.  2010.  8p.  I336.242 INCO  OCLC# 48812353
* @ Income tax letter rulings, 2009.  2010.  6p.  I336.24 I29I INDEX  OCLC# 27126317

SCIENCE, ILLINOIS STATE ACADEMY OF.
* @ Transactions of the Illinois State Academy of Science.  v. 103, no. 1/2.  2010.  I509 I29t  OCLC# 1588890

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF.
* @ Illinois bicycle rules of the road.  2009.  9p.  I614.862 I29b 2009  OCLC# 650576139
* @ Illinois DUI fact book.  2010.  43p.  I363.1251 ILLI  OCLC# 47137817
* @ Illinois vehicle code, 2008.  2008.  1 vol.  I343.0944 LIVC  OCLC# 07349357
* @ Illinois vehicle code, 2010.  2010.  1 vol.
* @ Laws of the State of Illinois, 96th General Assembly, 2009 session.  2010.  1 CD-ROM.  SOFTWARE I348 ILLI 2  OCLC# 677919651
* @ Laws of the State of Illinois, 96th General Assembly, 2009 session.  2010.  5 vol.  I348 ILLI 2  OCLC# 08890032
* @ Proposed amendment to add section 7 to article III of the Illinois Constitution.  2010.  4p.  I342.773 ILLI 5 2010  OCLC# 671746098
* @ Proposed amendment to add section 7 to article III of the Illinois Constitution: edicion en ingles y espanol.  2010.  vol 1.  (English/Spanish)  I342.773 ILLI 5 English/Spanish  OCLC# 671746897

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. COMMERCIAL & FARM TRUCK DIVISION.
* @ International registration, applications and instruction registration year 2012.  2010.  35p.  I350.8783 I29a 2d  OCLC# 27390397

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. DRIVER SERVICES DEPARTMENT.
* @ Illinois motorcycle operator manual.  2010.  47p.  I629.283 ILLI  OCLC# 36412797
* @ Rules of the road review course workbook.  2010.  31p.  I629.283 RULE 2  OCLC# 36524617

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. INDEX DEPARTMENT.
* @ Lobbyist list.  May 9, 2010.  loose-leaf.  I328.368 I29o 5  OCLC# 25842139
* @ Lobbyist list.  October 22, 2010.  loose-leaf.

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. INSPECTOR GENERAL.
* @ IG report: an update from the Secretary of State Inspector General.  Spring - Fall, 2010.  I172.2 IGRE  OCLC# 61197849

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. MERIT COMMISSION.
* @ Annual report, FY10.  2010.  7p.  I351.1 I29ar  OCLC# 05236910

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. ORGAN/TISSUE DONOR PROGRAM.
* @ Life goes on: a newsletter for Secretary of State facility employees and other organ/tissue donor advocates.  Spring - Fall, 2010.  I362.19795 LIFE 3  OCLC# 51873415
SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. POLICE DEPARTMENT.
* e Buying or selling a used vehicle. 2010. brochure. I354.765284 BUY 2 OCLC# 671245820

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. SECURITIES DEPARTMENT.
* @ Senior citizens & securities fraud. 2010. brochure. I364.163 SENI OCLC# 43351337

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. VEHICLE SERVICES DEPARTMENT.
* e Autism awareness Illinois license plates. 2010. brochure. I351.87834 AUTI OCLC# 664246206
* e Duplicate and corrected titles. 2009. brochure. I351.87834 DUPL 2 2009 OCLC# 496005163
* e Illinois license plates guide for law enforcement. 2010. 10p. I354.765284 ILLI 3 2010 OCLC# 608288724
* e Illinois organ donor license plates Walter Payton. 2009. brochure. I351.87834 ILLI 15 OCLC# 497040114
* e Illinois vanity & personalized license plates. 2009. brochure. I351.87834 ILLI 2009 OCLC# 496004671
* e University of Notre Dame license plates. 2010. brochure. I351.87834 UNIV OCLC# 671246067

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF; AND DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION. DIVISION OF TRAFFIC SAFETY.
* Bicycle safety tips. 2010. 1 folded sheet. I796.6 BICY 2 2010 OCLC# 613625388

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY (SYSTEM). BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
@ Annual report of the Board of Trustees Southern Illinois University, 2009-2010. 2010. 470p. I378.053 SIU OCLC# 06190226

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE. SCHOOL OF LAW.
@ Southern Illinois University law journal. vol. 33. Summer, 2009. I340.05 SIU OCLC# 2569791
@ Southern Illinois University law journal. vol. 34. Fall, 2009.
@ Southern Illinois University law journal. vol. 34. Winter, 2010.
@ Southern Illinois University law journal. vol. 34. Spring, 2010.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT EDWARDSVILLE.

@  Papers on language and literature. vol. 46, no. 1 – no. 4. Winter - Fall, 2010. 1820.5 PAPE 2 OCLC# 2449428

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY PRESS.


America's first network TV censor: the work of NBC's Stockton Helffrich, by Bob Pondillo. 2010. 254p. (Price: $37.50) I834.55092 POND OCLC# 426390603

Arguments in rhetoric against Quintilianum: translation and text of Peter Ramus's Rhetoricae distinctiones in Quintilianum (1549), translation by Carole Newlands; edited by James J. Murphy. 2010. 234p. (Price: $35.00) I807.5 RAMU 2010 OCLC# 595739030

Building your play: theory and practice for the beginning playwright, by David Rush. 2010. 176p. (Price: $27.95) I808.2 RUSH 2 OCLC# 463971941

Business plans for filmmakers, by John W. Cones. 2010. 186p. (Price: $29.95) I384 CONE OCLC# 505421145

Captain departs: Ulysses S. Grant's last campaign, by Thomas M. Pitkin. 2010. 164p. (Price: $17.95) I973.82 PITK 2010 OCLC# 608495127

Capturing the beat moment: cultural politics and the poetics of presence, by Erik Mortenson. 2010. 226p. (Price: $35.00) I810.9 MORT OCLC# 591770326

Chickamauga campaign, edited by Steven E. Woodworth. 2010. 199p. (Price: $24.95) I973.7 CHIC OCLC# 430344700

Community college writer: exceeding expectations, by Howard B. Tinberg. 2010. 157p. (Price: $32.00) I808.1 TINB OCLC# 366494437

Cross-language relations in composition, edited by Bruce Homer, Min-Zhan Lu, and Paul Kei Matsuda. 2010. 262p. (Price: $35.00) I808.5 CROS OCLC# 435711296


From Winchester to Cedar Creek: the Shenandoah Campaign of 1864, by Jeffry D. Wert. 2010. 324p. (Price: $19.95) I973.737 WERT OCLC# 463454602


Ghost light: an introductory handbook for dramaturgy, by Michael M. Chemers. 2010. 211p. (Price: $29.95) I792.023 CHEM OCLC# 373561246

Giant City State Park and the Civilian Conservation Corps: a history in words and pictures, by Kay Rippelmeyer. 2010. 209p. (Price: $cloth $34.95; paper $19.95) I977.3994 RIPP OCLC# 320895018

Intellectual property on campus: students' rights and responsibilities, by TyAnna K. Herrington. 2010. 136p. (Price: $27.95) I346.7 HERR  OCLC# 477274717


John Dewey and continental philosophy, edited by Paul Fairfield. 2010. 272p. (Price: $60.00) I191 JOHN  OCLC# 457770134


Kerouac's crooked road: the development of a fiction, by Tim Hunt. 2010. 262p. (Price: $29.95) I1813.54 HUNT  OCLC# 465854845


Lincoln looks West: from the Mississippi to the Pacific, edited by Richard W. Etulain. 2010. 262p. (Price: $34.95) I921 LINC 27  OCLC# 366494368


Mentor and muse: essays from poets to poets, edited by Blas Falconer, Beth Martinelli, and Helena Mesa. 2010. 239p. (Price: $29.95) I808.1 MENT  OCLC# 489014882

Methodical memory: invention in current-traditional rhetoric, by Sharon Crowley. 2010. 207p. (Price: $32.00) I808 CROW 2010 OCLC# 654748809


Music and the southern belle: from accomplished lady to Confederate composer, by Candace Bailey. 2010. 255p. (Price: $29.95) I780.82 BAIL  OCLC# 523734481

Nelumbonaceae to Vitaceae: water lotus to grapes, by Robert H. Mohlenbrock. 2010. 465p. (Price: $67.00) I581.977 MOHL 2 OCLC# 317462450


Past forward: French cinema and the post-colonial heritage, by Dayna Oscherwitz. 2010. 211p. (Price: $45.00) I791.430944 OSCH  OCLC# 489014419

Performing prose: the study and practice of style in composition, by Chris Holcomb and M. Jimmie Killingworth. 2010. 203p. (Price: $35.00) I808 HOLL  OCLC# 429749107


Reading with Lincoln, by Robert Bray. 2010. 261p. (Price: $29.95) I973.7092 Bray  OCLC# 468973730

Rookery, by Traci Brimhall. 2010. 79p. (Price: $14.95) I811 BRIM  OCLC# 489014883

Scarface Al and the crime crusaders: Chicago’s private war against Capone, by Dennis E. Hoffman. 2010. 192p. (Price: $19.95) I1364.43 HOFF 2010 OCLC# 654748821
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publication Year</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN/ISN</th>
<th>OCLC Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selected essays on rhetoric</td>
<td>Thomas De Quincy</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>608497207</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shattered applause: the lives of Eva Le Gallienne</td>
<td>Robert A. Schanke</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>$37.50</td>
<td>1792.028 SCHA 2010</td>
<td>654748793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strange land, by Todd Hearon</td>
<td>2010. 67p.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>1811.6 HEAR OCLC# 427704509</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers, leaders, and schools: essays by John Dewey, edited by</td>
<td>Douglas J. Simpson and Sam F. Stack, Jr.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>258p</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
<td>I370.1 DEWE 2 OCLC# 519833139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undaunted women of Nanking: the wartime diaries of Minnie Vautrin</td>
<td>by Hua-ling Hu, Zhang Lian-hong.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>238p</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>I951.04 VAUT OCLC# 437115091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsettling sights: the fourth world on film, by Corin Collumpar.</td>
<td>2010. 225p.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td>1791.43 COLU OCLC# 417435326</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We are a college at war: women working for victory in World War II,</td>
<td>by Mary Weaks-Baxter, Christine Bruun, and Catherine Forslund.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>237p</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>I940.53 WEAK OCLC# 473123729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing in the devil's tongue: a history of English composition in</td>
<td>by Xiaoye You</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>237p</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td>I428.0071 YOU OCLC# 318428798</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPORTS FACILITIES AUTHORITY, ILLINOIS.**

|                                                                 |                                                                 |
| * @                                                              | Annual report, 2009/2010. 20p. I352.9458 ILLI OCLC# 26970429       |                  |
|                                                                 | Annual report, 2009/2010. 1 CD-ROM. SOFTWARE I352.9458 ILLI OCLC# 406564167 |               |

**SUPREME COURT.**

|                                                                 |                                                                 |
| * @ e                                                            | Docket. January term – November term, 2010. I345.4 Sd. OCLC# 6794767 |                  |

**TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF.**

|                                                                 |                                                                 |
| Illinois 29 (FAP 318) from IL-6 to I-180: Peoria, Marshall,      | Final environmental impact statement. 2009. 1 CD-ROM. SOFTWARE I625.7 FAP 318 Final OCLC# 454603843 |
| Putnam and Bureau Counties, Illinois:                            |                                                                 |
  @ Rides Mass Transit District Area: your connections to Amtrak & airline services. 2009. 1 sheet. I385.262 RMTD OCLC# 474924017
* Take Amtrak to the heart of Chicago. 2010. 1 map. G4104 .C6P3 2010 .T3 OCLC# 653197589

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS (SYSTEM).
@ Annual financial report fiscal year 2009. 2010. 56p. I658.1593 UNIV 2 OCLC# 37950711

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS (SYSTEM). BOARD OF TRUSTEES.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS (SYSTEM). BOARD OF TRUSTEES. ILLINOIS VIRTUAL CAMPUS.
@ Budget summary for operations, FY 2011. 2010. 131p. I378.107 UNIV 2 OCLC# 64394250
* @ Distance education enrollments at Illinois colleges and universities. Fall, 2009 – Summer, 2010. I371.35 DIST 2 OCLC# 73270401
@ Supplement to the minutes of the Board of Trustees. Academic personnel, 2010-2011. 2010. 422p. I378 U-supp.2 OCLC# 33198131

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT SPRINGFIELD.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN. COLLEGE OF LAW.
@ University of Illinois law review. vol. 2010, no. 1 – no. 3. 2010. I340.05 U58Le OCLC# 07466281

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN. DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING.
Characterization of Illinois aggregates for subgrade replacement and subbase, by Erol Tutumluer, Debakanta Mishra, and Abbas A. Butt. 2009. 1 vol. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 09-060) 1625.7 ICT no.09-060 OCLC# 647377592
* Characterization of Illinois aggregates for subgrade replacement and subbase, by Erol Tutumluer, Debakanta Mishra, and Abbas A. Butt. 2009. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 09-060) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no.09-060 OCLC# 648013122
* Conference proceedings: Midwest transportation air quality summit, by Michael Koerber. 2010. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 10-062) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no.10-062 OCLC# 648019069 Conference proceedings: Midwest transportation air quality summit, by Michael Koerber. 2010. 1 vol. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 10-062) I625.7 ICT no.10-062 OCLC# 647382121
Crash data analysis and engineering solutions for local agencies, by Jang-Hyeon Jo, Jong-Sung Lee, Yangeng Ouyang, and Zongzhi Li. 2009. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 09-057) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no.09-057 OCLC# 648001115


Evaluation of performance of solar powered flashing beacons at room temperature conditions, by Ali Hajbabaie, Rahim F. Benekohal, and Juan C. Medina. 2010. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 10-069) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no.10-069 OCLC# 664364877

Evaluation of sensys wireless vehicle detection system: results from the first three months, by Juan C. Medina, Rahim F. Benekohal, and Ali Hajbabaie. 2009. 33p. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 09-059) I625.7 ICT no.09-059 OCLC# 647377606

Fatigue failure testing in section F, by Shannon Beranek and Samuel H. Carpenter. 2009. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 09-058) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no.09-058 OCLC# 648002095

Implementation and evaluation of the streamflow statistics (streamstats) web application for computing basin characteristics and flood peaks in Illinois, by Audrey L. Ishii, David T. Soong, and Jennifer B. Sharpe. 2010. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 10-063) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no.10-063 OCLC# 664253711
Mechanistic-empirical design concepts for jointed plain concrete pavements in Illinois, by Amanda Bordelon, Jeffery Roesler, and Jacob Hiller. 2009. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 09-052) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no. 09-052 OCLC# 671250277

Monitoring the I-39 Kishwaukee Bridge, by Ming Wang and Jinsuk Yim. 2010. 59p. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 10-061) I625.7 ICT no.10-061 OCLC# 647377610

Pavement program planning based on multi-year cost-effectiveness analysis, by Fan Peng, and Yanfeng Ouyang. 2010. 15p. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 10-067) I625.7 ICT no.10-067 OCLC# 664264971

Speed photo-radar enforcement evaluation in Illinois work zones, by Rahim F. Benekohal, Ali Hajbabaie, Juan C. Medina, Ming-heng Wang, and Madhav V. Chitturi. 2010. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 10-064) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no.10-064 OCLC# 664274616

Texas-AASHTO retroreflective signsheeting specifications, by Liang Y. Liu. 2010. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 10-065) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no.10-065 OCLC# 664275112

Texas-AASHTO retroreflective signsheeting specifications, by Liang Y. Liu. 2010. 1 vol. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 10-065) 1625.7 ICT no.10-065 OCLC# 664278347
Africans in Europe: the culture of exile and emigration from Equatorial Guinea to Spain, by Michael Ugarte. 2010. 201p. (Price: $60.00) I305.896 UGAR OCLC# 436310607

Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu, by Celestino Deleyto and Maria del Mar Azcona. 2010. 153p. (Price: $65.00) 1791.4302 DELE OCLC# 601331258

Archipelago: critiques of contemporary architecture and education, by A. Richard Williams. 2010. 305p. (Price: $35.00) I720.9 WILL OCLC# 422761147

Beauty shop politics: African American women's activism in the beauty industry, by Tiffany M. Gill. 2010. 192p. (Price: $75.00) I646.7 GILL OCLC# 461888141

Becoming the second city: Chicago's mass news media, 1833-1898, by Richard Junger. 2010. 235p. (Price: $70.00) I017.773 JUNG OCLC# 601331042

Ben Shahn's American scene: photographs, 1938, by John Raeburn. 2010. 190p. (Price: $75.00) OVERSIZE I770.9771 RAEB OCLC# 460058102

Benching Jim Crow: the rise and fall of the color line in southern college sports, 1890-1980, by Charles H. Martin. 2010. 374p. (Price: $95.00) I796.04 MART OCLC# 473120640

Birth control on main street: organizing clinics in the United State, 1916-1939, by Cathy Moran Hajo. 2010. 251p. (Price: $75.00) I363.9 HAJO OCLC# 460058285


Blues before sunrise: the radio interviews, compiled by Steve Cushing; forward by Jim O'Neal. 2010. 256p. (Price: $75.00) I781.643092 BLUE OCLC# 423389191

BluesSpeak: the best of the Original Chicago blues annual, edited by Lincoln T. Beauchamp Jr. 2010. 161p. (Price: $75.00) I781.64309773 BLUE OCLC# 320895064

Bringing Aztlan to Chicago: my life, my work, my art, by Jose Gamaliel Gonzalez; edited and with an introduction by Marc Zimmerman. 2010. 166p. (Price: $65.00) I921 GONZ OCLC# 438056288

Brother mine: the correspondence of Jean Toomer and Waldo frank, edited by Kathlen Pfeiffer. 2010. 188p. (Price: $45.00) I813.52 TOOM OCLC# 460057924

Butoh: metamorphic dance and global alchemy, by Sondra Fraleigh. 2010. 264p. (Price: $85.00) I792.80952 FRAL OCLC# 537308915

C. P. Cavafy: the economics of metonymy, by Panagiotis Roilos. 2009. 271p. (Price: $55.00) I889 ROIL OCLC# 317462415

Champagne Charlie and pretty Jemima: variety theater in the nineteenth century, by Gillian M. Rodger. 2010. 261p. (Price: $80.00) I781.70973 RODG OCLC# 460058098

Chinese American transnational politics, by H Mark Lai; edited and with an introduction by Madeline Y. Hsu. 2010. 280p. (Price: $75.00) I973 LAI OCLC# 456729452


Contesting archives: finding women in the sources, edited by Nupur Chaudhuri, Sherry J. Katz, Mary Elizabeth Perry; forward by Antoinette Burton. 2010. 223p. (Price: $75.00) I305.4072 CONT OCLC# 460058258

Difficult rhythm: music and the word in E.M. Forster, by Michelle Fillion. 2010. 196p. (Price: $50.00) I823 FILL OCLC# 601331096

Dirty words: the rhetoric of public sex education, 1870-1924, by Robin E. Jensen. 2010. 201p. (Price: $75.00) I613.9 JENS OCLC# 688998879
Disappearing tricks: silent film, Houdini, and the new magic of the twentieth century, by Matthew Soloman. 2010. 196p. (Price: $65.00) 1778.8 SOLO OCLC# 423388225

Dusty, Deek and Mr. Do-Right: high school football in Illinois, by Taylor Bell. 2010. 268p. (Price: $29.95) 1796.332 BELL OCLC# 461631785

Echoes of Chongqing: women in wartime China, by Danke Li. 2010. 215p. (Price: $70.00) 1940.53 LI OCLC# 317462433

Elizabeth Packard: a noble fight, by Linda V. Carlisle. 2010. 259p. (Price: $40.00) I362.2 CARL OCLC# 601330881

End of amateurism in American track and field, by Joseph M. Turrini. 2010. 268p. (Price: $80.00) I796.420 TURR OCLC# 436866904

Feminist technology, edited by Linda L. Layne, Sharra L. Vostral, and Kate Boyer. 2010. 237p. (Price: $80.00) I305.4201 FEMI OCLC# 460058296

Fighting theory, by Avital Ronell in conversation with Anne Dufourmantelle; translated by Catherine Porter. 2010. 172p. (Price: $60.00) I191 FIGH OCLC# 460058017

Film adaptation in the Hollywood studio era, by Guerriç DeBona. 2010. 195p. (Price: $70.00) 1791.43 DEBO OCLC# 460058086

Financier: the critical edition, by Theodore Dreiser; edited by Roark Mulligan. 2010. 652p. (Price: $95.00) I813.52 DREI 5 2010 OCLC# 456729447

Freeing Charles: the struggle to free a slave on the eve of the Civil War, by Scott Christianson. 2010. 214p. (Price: $65.00) 1973.7 CHRI OCLC# 335682967

Freud upside down: African American literature and psychoanalytic culture, by Badia Sahar Ahad. 2010. 195p. (Price: $40.00) I180 AHAD OCLC# 601331372


Gendering the fair: histories of women and gender at world's fairs, edited by T.J. Boisseau and Abigail M. Makwyn; forward by Robert W. Rydell. 2010. 243p. (Price: $70.00) 1907.4 GEND OCLC# 601331492


Give 'em soul, Richard!: race, radio and rhythm and blues in Chicago, by Richard Stamz with Patrick A. Roberts. 2010. 139p. (Price: $60.00) 1791.4402 STAM OCLC# 314379921


God, science, sex gender: an interdisciplinary approach to Christian ethics, edited by Patricia Beattie Jung and Aana Marie Vignon, with John Anderson. 2010. 287p. (Price: $75.00) I241 GOD OCLC# 460058148

Gone to the country: the New Lost City Ramblers and the folk music revival, by Ray Allen. 2010. 309p. (Price: $80.00) 1781.62 ALLE OCLC# 601331140

Hamlin Garland, prairie radical: writings from the 1890s, by Hamlin Garland; edited by Donald Pizer. 2010. 162p. (Price: $45.00) I813 GARL OCLC# 460058022

Hands on the freedom plow: personal accounts by women in SNCC, edited by Faith S. Holsaert, … [et. at.]. 2010. 616p. (Price: $34.95) I305.43 HAND OCLC# 601330993

Hard luck blues: roots music photographs from the Great Depression, by Rich Remsberg. 2010. 220p. (Price: $75.00) I779 REMS OCLC# 340961448
Music and the Wesleys, edited by Nicholas Temperley and Stephen Banfield.  2010.  274p.  (Price: $80.00) 1781.71 MUSI  OCLC# 601331200

Mysterious Mozart, by Philippe Sollers; translated and with an introduction by Armine Kotin Mortimer.  2010.  174p.  (Price: $40.00) 1921 MOZA  OCLC# 458583881

NAFTA and labor in North America, by Norman Caulfield.  2010.  246p.  (Price: $70.00) 1331.88097 CAUL  OCLC# 316232661

Nettl's elephant:  on the history of ethnomusicology, by Bruno Nettl; forward by Anthony Seeger.  2010.  256p.  (Price: $75.00) 1780.89 NETT 2010  OCLC# 463675917

Orwell:  life and art, by Jeffrey Meyers.  2010.  256p.  (Price: $75.00) 1828 MEYE  OCLC# 601331105

Oscar Wilde in America:  the interviews, edited by Matthew Hofer and Gary Scharnhorst.  2010.  193p.  (Price: $40.00) 1921 WILD  OCLC# 317922786

Parisienne in Chicago:  impressions of the World's Columbian Exposition, by Madame Leon Grandin; translated and with an introduction by Mary Beth Raycraft.  2010.  190p.  (Price: $50.00) 1917.73 GRAN  OCLC# 434744662

Pay for play:  a history of big-time college athletic reform, by Ronald A. Smith.  2011.  344p.  (Price: $80.00) 1796.04 SMIT  OCLC# 601332139

Pen and sword:  American war correspondents, 1898-1975, by Mary S. Mander.  2010.  188p.  (Price: $45.00) 1070.4 MAND  OCLC# 537652505

Poverty, charity, and motherhood:  maternal societies in nineteenth-century France, by Christine Adams.  2010.  251p.  (Price: $55.00) 1362.7 ADAM  OCLC# 502874696

Record makers and breakers:  voices of the independent rock 'n' roll pioneers, by John Broven.  2010.  584p.  (First Illinois paperback edition) (Price: $30.00) 1781.64092 BROV 2010  OCLC# 460058071

Recovering the commons:  democracy, place, and global justice, by Herbert G. Reid and Betsy Taylor.  2010.  288p.  (Price: $80.00) 1321.8 REID  OCLC# 425960033

Refiguring mass communication:  a history, by Peter Simonson.  2010.  261p.  (Price: $75.00) 1302.201 SIMO  OCLC# 434126051

Reorienting global communication:  Indian and Chinese media beyond borders, edited by Michael Curtin and Hemant Shah.  2010.  313p.  (Price: $74.00) 1302.20954 REOR  OCLC# 419262977

Restless giant:  the life and times of Jean Aberbach and Hill and Range Songs, by Bar Biszick-Lockwood.  2010.  304p.  (Price: $75.00) 1070.5 LOCK  OCLC# 327637299


Sacred steel:  inside an African American steel guitar tradition, by Robert L. Stone.  2010.  280p.  (Price: $80.00) 1787.87 STON  OCLC# 601331118

Sarajevo:  a Bosnian kaleidoscope, by Fran Markowitz.  2010.  220p.  (Price: $70.00) 1949.742 MARK  OCLC# 460058241

Screening Cuba:  film criticism as political performance during the Cold War, by Hector Amaya.  2010.  222p.  (Price: $80.00) 1791.43097291 AMAY  OCLC# 505017458

Selected papers of Jane Addams, edited by Mary Lynn McCree Bryan, Barbara Bair, and Maree De Angurry.  vol. 2.  2009.  754p.  (Price: $75.00) 1361.92 SELE  OCLC# 48013768

Selected papers of Margaret Sanger, edited by Esther Katz, Cathy Moran Hajo and Peter C. Engelman.  vol. 3.  2010.  533p.  (Price: $80.00) 1363.9 SANG  OCLC# 48383269
Serving genius: Carlo Maria Guilini, by Thomas D. Saler. 2010. 225p. (Price: $34.95) I784.2092 SALE OCLC# 320895065

Shouting down the silence: a biography of Stanley Elkin. 2010. 281p. (Price: $40.00) I921 ELKI OCLC# 417441777

Songs in Black and lavender: race, sexual politics, and women's music, by Eileen M. Hays. 2010. 231p. (Price: $75.00) I780.82 HAYS OCLC# 437115733

Spirit of rebellion: labor and religion in the new cotton South, by Jarod Roll. 2010. 266p. (Price: $80.00) I305.9 ROLL OCLC# 460058118


Talking with the Children of God: prophecy and transformation in a radical religious group, by Gordon Shepherd and Gary Shepherd. 2010. 250p. (Price: $85.00) I289.9 SHEP OCLC# 460058144

Troubled ground: a tale of murder, lynching, and reckoning in the New South, by Claude A. Clegg III. 2010. 224p. (Price: $80.00) I364.1 CLEG OCLC# 601331387

Ubiquitous learning, edited by Bill Cope and Mary Kalantzis. 2009. 279p. (Price: $70.00) I3711.33 UBIQ OCLC# 317462425

Uncanny gaze: the drama of early German cinema, by Heide Schlipmann; translated by Inga Pollmann. 2010. 273p. (Price: $85.00) I792.0943 SCHL OCLC# 317923161


Unruly spirits: the science of psychic phenomena in modern France, by M. Brady Brower. 2010. 202p. (Price: $85.00) I130.944 BROW OCLC# 601331307


Wrigley regulars: finding community in the bleachers, by Holly Swyers. 2010. 179p. (Price: $65.00) I796.357 WRIG OCLC# 461631485

VETERANS AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF.
* @ Annual report, fiscal year 2009. 2010. 39p. I355.115 I29ra OCLC# 04331229
* @ Annual report, fiscal year 2010. 2010. 39p.

VETERANS AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF. ILLINOIS VETERANS HOME, QUINCY.
@ Bugle. November/December, 2009 – September/October, 2010. I362.61 SOLDa OCLC# 7235950

WESTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY. BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
@ Annual proceedings of the Western Illinois University Board of Trustees, July 1, 2009-June 30, 2010. 2010. 1 CD-ROM. SOFTWARE I353.8225 WEST 2 OCLC# 671761340

WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.
* @ FY2009 annual report. 2010. 24p. I344.021 I29ar 5 OCLC# 61116851
ELECTRONIC

ABRAHAM LINCOLN BICENTENNIAL COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/31/82.html) ONLINE 1973.7092 I29f
OCLC# 607361553

ACCESS TO BENEFITS AND SERVICES, ILLINOIS TASK FORCE ON. DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES AND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTHCARE AND FAMILY SERVICES.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/41/83.html) ONLINE I363.8 I29bsr
OCLC# 608267611

ADMINISTRATIVE CODE DIVISION. INDEX DEPARTMENT. OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE.
* Illinois register. Yearly index. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/07/54.html) ONLINE I348.02 ILLI CUMU 2a INDEX OCLC# 624343630

AFRICAN AMERICAN MEN IN ILLINOIS, ILLINOIS TASK FORCE ON THE CONDITION OF. DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/41/30.html) ONLINE I305.38 I29aam
OCLC# 608267139

AFRICAN-AMERICAN FAMILY COMMISSION.
* African-American family advocate. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/84/30.html) ONLINE I305.896 AFRI
OCLC# 652971842
* Results of the Black Executive Directors Coalition (BEDC) membership survey. 2009. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/91/01.html) ONLINE I305.896 I29r
OCLC# 690001034

AGING, DEPARTMENT ON.
* Affirmative action plan, FY… . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/57/57.html) ONLINE I331.133 I29da
OCLC# 643331773
* Annual report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/22/08.html)
ONLINE I362.6 ILLI 5 OCLC# 643295976
* Choices for Care in Illinois: a program that helps families discover their option for long term care. 2009. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/13/81.html)
ONLINE I362.16 ILLI 2009 OCLC# 505784546
* Determination of need, service cost maximum study. 2009. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/13/79.html) ONLINE I363.2 DETE
OCLC# 505794069
* Elder Abuse and Neglect Program: annual report. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/14/75.html) ONLINE I362.63 ILLI
OCLC# 652971876
* Housing options for older adults. Rev. September, 2009. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/13/84.html) ONLINE I363.5946 HOUS
2009 OCLC# 505790477

* @ Illinois Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program annual report, FY … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/94/46.html) ONLINE I362.61 129na
OCLC# 6144018939

* Opciones de cuidado en Illinois: un programa que ayuda a las familias a descubrir sus opciones
para el cuidado a largo plazo. 2008. ONLINE. Spanish.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/13/82.html) ONLINE I362.16 ILLI
2008 Spanish OCLC# 525286785

* Reverse mortgage … what you need to know. 2009. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/15/94.html) ONLINE I332.024 REVE
2009 OCLC# 505794255

* Senior Community Service Employment Program. 2008. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/15/99.html) ONLINE IC 2007
OCLC# 525281787

* Senior Community Service Employment Program. 2010. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/48/39.html) ONLINE I362.64 I29s
2010 OCLC# 609681307

* @ Serving minority seniors: a report to the Governor and the Illinois General Assembly. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/97/62.html) ONLINE I362.6 SPEC 3
OCLC# 620791316

* @ State & federal programs for older adults. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/61/55.html) ONLINE I362.6 STAT 4
OCLC# 669185448

* Usted tiene una voz!: Programa de la Oficina del Defensor del Cuidado a Largo Plazo. 2009.
ONLINE. Spanish. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/15/98.html)
ONLINE I362.16 ILLI 2009 Spanish OCLC# 525283900

* You have a voice!: Illinois Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program. 2008. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/15/97.html) ONLINE I362.16 YOU
2008 OCLC# 525285322

APPELLATE DEFENDER, OFFICE OF THE STATE.

* @ Illinois criminal law digest. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/51/34.html) ONLINE I348.043 ILLI
OCLC# 669852239

ARCHIVES, STATE. OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE.

* African-American records. 2001. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/93.html) ONLINE I929.3 ILLI no.6
2001 OCLC# 540607234

* African-American records. 2003. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/94.html) ONLINE I929.3 ILLI no.6
2006 OCLC# 540598706

* Discovering family and local history. 2002. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/03/89.html) ONLINE I929.1 DISC
2002 OCLC# 123906118
* Discovering family and local history. 2003. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/67.html) ONLINE I929.1 DISC
  2003 OCLC# 516233968
* Discovering family and local history. 2005. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/68.html) ONLINE I929.1 DISC
  2005 OCLC# 516269551
* Discovering family and local history. 2007. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/69.html) ONLINE I929.1 DISC
  2007 OCLC# 516233912
* Discovering family and local history. 2008. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/79.html) ONLINE I929.1 DISC
  2008 OCLC# 516213887
* Federal census records. 2001. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/91.html) ONLINE I929.3 ILLI no.4
  2001 OCLC# 540486200
* Finding your genealogical roots: historical research centers in Springfield. 2001. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/95.html) ONLINE I929.1 FIND
  2001 OCLC# 652530317
* Guidelines for genealogical research. 2005. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/85.html) ONLINE I929.2072 GUID
  2005 OCLC# 651971592
* Illinois history, geography and government quiz. 2001. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/92.html) ONLINE I977.3 ILLI 15
  OCLC# 540583340
* Illinois State Archives. 2001. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/82.html) ONLINE I025.1714 I29a
  2001 OCLC# 652498341
* Illinois State Archives. 2004. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/83.html) ONLINE I025.1714 I29a
  2004 OCLC# 652504873
* Illinois State Archives. 2008. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/84.html) ONLINE I025.1714 I29a
  2008 OCLC# 652498316
* Land sales records. 2001. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/86.html) ONLINE I929.3 ILLI no.1
  2001 OCLC# 657815687
* Mapping your past: genealogy at the Illinois State Archives. 2001. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/80.html) ONLINE I929.1 MAPP
  2001 OCLC# 652526238
* Mapping your past: genealogy at the Illinois State Archives. 2005. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/81.html) ONLINE I929.1 MAPP
  2005 OCLC# 652522773
* Military records. 2001. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/89.html) ONLINE I929.3 ILLI no.3
  2001 OCLC# 540607236
* Military records. 2003. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/90.html) ONLINE I929.3 ILLI no.3
  2003 OCLC# 540619078
* Probate records. 2001. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/87.html) ONLINE I929.3 ILLI no.2 2001 OCLC# 657827905

* Probate records. 2007. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/88.html) ONLINE I929.3 ILLI no.2 2007 OCLC# 657825844

**ARTS COUNCIL, ILLINOIS**

* **Celebrate Illinois Arts Week.** ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/04/89.html) ONLINE I351.854 CELE OCLC# 670217287

**ARTS COUNCIL, ILLINOIS.**

* **Annual report.** ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/03/04.html) ONLINE I351.854 I29ar OCLC# 643331827

* **Heartland.** ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/05/13.html) ONLINE I351.854 I29a 8 OCLC# 665069544

**ATTORNEY GENERAL, OFFICE OF THE.**

* **Affirmative action plan for fiscal year … .** ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/59/63.html) ONLINE I331.133 ATTO OCLC# 547026167

* **Things you should know about -- advance fee loans.** 2009. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/42/63.html) ONLINE I640.73 THIN OCLC# 609681270

**AUDITOR GENERAL, OFFICE OF THE.**

* **Alumni Association of Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, … .** ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/83/67.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SIUEA OCLC# 649517161

* **Alumni Association of Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, financial statements and report of independent auditors, for the year ended June 30, … .** ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/67/93.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SIUEA 2 OCLC# 649497184

* **Annual review: information submitted by the Chicago Transit Authority's employee retirement plan and retiree health care trust.** ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/59/82.html) ONLINE I658.1511 I29a OCLC# 676694754

* **Annual review: information submitted by the Chicago Transit Authority's employee retirement plan.** ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/49/88.html) ONLINE I658.1511 I29a 2 OCLC# 676694665

* **Annual review: information submitted by the Chicago Transit Authority's retiree health care trust.** ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/49/86.html) ONLINE I658.1511 I29a 3 OCLC# 676690593

* **Association of Alumni and Former Students and Friends of Southern Illinois University, Inc., compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … .** ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/83/69.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SIUCA OCLC# 649515810
* Association of Alumni, Former Students, and Friends of Southern Illinois University, Incorporated, financial statements and report of independent auditors report, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/00.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SIUCA 2 OCLC# 646349971

* Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Commission, financial audit and compliance examination, for the two years ended December 31, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/57/00.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SCA 2 OCLC# 630095732

* Board of Higher Education, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/70/69.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a BHE 4 OCLC# 606912791

* Capital Development Board, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … and compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/28/01.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CDB 5 OCLC# 503312643

* Capital Development Board, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/28/63.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CDB OCLC# 503332359

* Chicago State University Foundation, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/40/00.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CSUF 2 OCLC# 540940403

* Chicago State University Foundation, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/97.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CSUF OCLC# 540834181

* Chicago State University, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/01.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CSU 5 OCLC# 558655473

* Chicago State University, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/69/52.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CSU OCLC# 557312199

* Chicago Technology Park Corporation, financial audit and compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/96.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CTPC OCLC# 551172330

* Chicago Technology Park Corporation, program-specific audit, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/38/01.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CTPC 2 OCLC# 649693790

* Chicago Transit Authority, compliance examination, for the year ended December 31, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/30.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CTA 2 OCLC# 558921814

* Commission on Government Forecasting and Accountability, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/37/61.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CGFA OCLC# 551171455

* Deaf and Hard of Hearing Commission, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/31/48.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DEAF OCLC# 551181619
* @ Department of Agriculture, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/37/36.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DAG 3 OCLC# 611894131

* @ Department of Agriculture, Illinois State Fair, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/37/35.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SFA 4 OCLC# 651974473

* @ Department of Central Management Services, Bureau of Communication & Computer Services, third party review, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/83/44.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a BICS-a OCLC# 503313281

* @ Department of Central Management Services, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/15.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CMS 2 OCLC# 503312748

* @ Department of Central Management Services, financial audit and compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/37/05.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CMS OCLC# 676913213

* @ Department of Central Management Services, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/16.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CMS 5 OCLC# 503315031

* @ Department of Children and Family Services, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/31.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DCFS 4 OCLC# 621039549

* @ Department of Children and Family Services, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/19/93.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DCFS 3 OCLC# 621039530

* @ Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/32.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DCEO OCLC# 505990582

* @ Department of Corrections - Correctional Industries, financial audit for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/37/30.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DCCI 2 OCLC# 611612427

* @ Department of Corrections - Correctional Industries, financial audit for the year ended June 30, … and compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/59/83.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DCCI 4 OCLC# 611894019

* @ Department of Corrections, Big Muddy Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/17.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a BIGM 2 OCLC# 551170398

* @ Department of Corrections, Centralia Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/18.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CCC 2 OCLC# 558693738
* @ Department of Corrections, Danville Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/19.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DACC 3 OCLC# 551178179

* @ Department of Corrections, Decatur Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/21.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DECA 2 OCLC# 558928510

* @ Department of Corrections, Dixon Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/22.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DCC 3 OCLC# 609682254

* @ Department of Corrections, Dwight Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/23.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DCDC 2 OCLC# 570375493

* @ Department of Corrections, East Moline Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/24.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a EMCC 3 OCLC# 570375500

* @ Department of Corrections, General Office (including School District #428 and Field Services) compliance audit and department-wide financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/59/53.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DCR 15 OCLC# 642050896

* @ Department of Corrections, Henry C. Hill Correctional Center, limited scope compliance audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/25.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a HCHC 3 OCLC# 589014687

* @ Department of Corrections, Illinois River Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/27.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a IRCC 3 OCLC# 608258067

* @ Department of Corrections, Illinois Youth Center - Chicago, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/28.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CHIC 5 OCLC# 503312710

* @ Department of Corrections, Illinois Youth Center - Harrisburg, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/29.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a HIYC 3 OCLC# 608261862

* @ Department of Corrections, Illinois Youth Center - Joliet, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/30.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a RDCB 5 OCLC# 624343631

* @ Department of Corrections, Illinois Youth Center - Kewanee, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/32.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a IYCK OCLC# 558922858
Department of Corrections, Illinois Youth Center - Murphysboro, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/33.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a MURP 2 OCLC# 630057309

Department of Corrections, Illinois Youth Center - Pere Marquette, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/49.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a PMYC 3 OCLC# 630095803

Department of Corrections, Illinois Youth Center - St. Charles, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/50.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a IYCS 5 OCLC# 608261871

Department of Corrections, Illinois Youth Center - Warrentville, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/51.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a WIYC 3 OCLC# 570418376

Department of Corrections, Jacksonville Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/53.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a JCC 4 OCLC# 611104550

Department of Corrections, John A. Graham Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/52.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a JAGC 3 OCLC# 611123154

Department of Corrections, Lawrence Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/54.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a LCCL OCLC# 558876277

Department of Corrections, Lincoln Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/56.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a LCCE 3 OCLC# 624343634

Department of Corrections, Logan Correctional Center, limited scope compliance audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/57.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a LOGA 3 OCLC# 589013397

Department of Corrections, Menard Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/58.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a MCC 2 OCLC# 647759137

Department of Corrections, Pickneyville Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/59.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a PINC 2 OCLC# 624343617

Department of Corrections, Pontiac Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/60.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a PCC 5 OCLC# 647758082
* Department of Corrections, Robinson Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/61.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROBI 3 OCLC# 630096816

* Department of Corrections, Shawnee Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/45/62.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SHCC 3 OCLC# 647758974

* Department of Corrections, Sheridan Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/53/18.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ISBS 4 OCLC# 608683397

* Department of Corrections, Southwestern Illinois Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/53/19.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SOUT 2 OCLC# 558927652

* Department of Corrections, Stateville Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/58/81.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a STAT 3 OCLC# 642326294

* Department of Corrections, supplemental digest … ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/2/48/31.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DCR 16 OCLC# 652971728

* Department of Corrections, Tamms Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/58/83.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a TAMM 2 OCLC# 647752021

* Department of Corrections, Taylorville Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/58/87.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a TAYL 2 OCLC# 649516626

* Department of Corrections, Thomson Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/2/50/04.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a THOM OCLC# 673712972

* Department of Corrections, Vandalia Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/58/89.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a VSF 4 OCLC# 649516861

* Department of Corrections, Vienna Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/58/93.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a VCC 4 OCLC# 649497096

* Department of Corrections, Western Illinois Correctional Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/59/29.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a WICC 2 OCLC# 558926933
* Department of Employment Security, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/37/31.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a IDES 2 OCLC# 648736268

* Department of Employment Security, individual nonshared governmental funds, individual nonshared proprietary fund, financial audits, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/39.html) ONLINE I350.2732 I29a IDES OCLC# 551181566

* Department of Financial and Professional Regulation, financial audit and compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/69/54.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DFPR OCLC# 642343481

* Department of Healthcare and Family Services, Community College Health Insurance Security Fund, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/47.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DHFS 4 OCLC# 677857041

* Department of Healthcare and Family Services, financial audit and compliance examination for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/47.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DHFS OCLC# 642346178

* Department of Healthcare and Family Services, Local Government Health Insurance Reserve Fund, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/40/10.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DHFS 3 OCLC# 677861727

* Department of Healthcare and Family Services, Teacher Health Insurance Security Fund, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/40/21.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DHFS 2 OCLC# 677863165

* Department of Human Rights, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/28/66.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DHR OCLC# 648187825

* Department of Human Services, Andrew McFarland Mental Health Center, limited scope compliance audit, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/37/43.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a AMZC 11 OCLC# 589286603

* Department of Human Services, Chicago-Read Mental Health Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/36/99.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CRMHC 8 OCLC# 658002867

* Department of Human Services, Elisabeth Ludeman Developmental Center, limited scope compliance examination for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/37/44.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ELMR 10 OCLC# 658011642

* Department of Human Services, H. Douglas Singer Mental Health Center, limited scope compliance examination for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/40/12.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a HDS 13 OCLC# 658002956
* @ Department of Human Services, Illinois School for the Visually Impaired, limited scope compliance audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/78/15.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a BSSS 9 OCLC# 589355775

* @ Department of Human Services, Rushville Treatment and Detention Facility, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/37/41.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a RTDF OCLC# 673822118

* @ Department of Juvenile Justice, compliance examination - general office (including school district and after care services), for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/50/09.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a IDJJ OCLC# 676918764

* @ Department of Juvenile Justice, Illinois Youth Center - Chicago, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/08/83.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a CHIC 6 OCLC# 676930577

* @ Department of Juvenile Justice, Illinois Youth Center - Harrisburg, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/48/35.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a HIYC 4 OCLC# 608262363

* @ Department of Juvenile Justice, Illinois Youth Center - Joliet, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/48/34.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a RDCB 6 OCLC# 676922121

* @ Department of Juvenile Justice, Illinois Youth Center - Kewanee, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/48/32.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a IYCK 2 OCLC# 677841658

* @ Department of Juvenile Justice, Illinois Youth Center - Murphysboro, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/48/33.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a MURP 3 OCLC# 677115438

* @ Department of Juvenile Justice, Illinois Youth Center - Pere Marquette, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/20/88.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a PMYC 4 OCLC# 677060994

* @ Department of Juvenile Justice, Illinois Youth Center - Warrenville, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/50/13.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a WIYC 4 OCLC# 608258971

* @ Department of Labor, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/78/17.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a DL 2 OCLC# 648238119

* @ Department of Natural Resources, financial audit of capital asset account, ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
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Regional Office of Education #19: DuPage County, financial audit for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/60/05.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 19 OCLC# 527902077

Regional Office of Education #20: Edwards, Gallatin, Hardin, Pope, Saline, Wabash, Wayne, White Counties, financial audit for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/60/10.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 20 OCLC# 527904110

Regional Office of Education #21: Franklin/Williamson Counties, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/60/06.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 21 OCLC# 527905960

Regional Office of Education #22: Fulton/Schuylerville Counties, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/60/14.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 22 OCLC# 527906907

Regional Office of Education #24: Grundy/Kendall Counties, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/60/15.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 24 OCLC# 527908141

Regional Office of Education #25: Hamilton/Jefferson Counties, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/60/15.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 25 OCLC# 527909175
Regional Office of Education #26: Hancock and McDonough Counties, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/60/16.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 26 OCLC# 550571376

Regional Office of Education #27: Henderson, Mercer, and Warren Counties, financial audit for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/59/32.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 27 OCLC# 550604910

Regional Office of Education #28: Bureau, Henry and Stark Counties, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/65/37.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 28 OCLC# 550625265

Regional Office of Education #29: Jackson and Perry Counties, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/65/38.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 29 OCLC# 550605006

Regional Office of Education #30: Kane County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/65/40.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 30 OCLC# 550625265

Regional Office of Education #31: Iroquois and Kankakee Counties, financial audit for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/65/42.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 32 OCLC# 550630883

Regional Office of Education #32: Knox County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/65/43.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 33 OCLC# 550635325

Regional Office of Education #33: LaSalle County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/65/44.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 34 OCLC# 550635325

Regional Office of Education #34: Logan, Mason, Menard Counties, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/65/47.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 35 OCLC# 550642950

Regional Office of Education #35: Macon and Piatt Counties, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/65/48.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 36 OCLC# 550640800

Regional Office of Education #36: Calhoun, Greene, Jersey, Macoupin Counties, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/65/49.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 37 OCLC# 550640850

Regional Office of Education #37: Marshall/Putnam/Woodford Counties, financial audit for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/65/50.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 38 OCLC# 550640850
* @ Regional Office of Education #44: McHenry County, financial audit for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/65/91.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 44 OCLC# 551136944

* @ Regional Office of Education #45: Monroe and Randolph Counties, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/65/92.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 45 OCLC# 551136313

* @ Regional Office of Education #46: Brown, Cass, Morgan and Scott counties, financial audit for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/65/93.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 46 OCLC# 551073439

* @ Regional Office of Education #48: Peoria County, financial audit for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/65/94.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 48 OCLC# 551140011

* @ Regional Office of Education #49: Rock Island County, financial audit for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/66/54.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 49 OCLC# 551138529

* @ Regional Office of Education #50: St. Clair County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/66/55.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 50 OCLC# 551073480

* @ Regional Office of Education #51: Sangamon County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/66/56.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 51 OCLC# 551073487

* @ Regional Office of Education #53: Tazewell County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/66/57.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 53 OCLC# 551073493

* @ Regional Office of Education #54: Vermilion County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/66/58.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 54 OCLC# 551140983

* @ Regional Office of Education #55: Whiteside County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/66/59.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 55 OCLC# 551073501

* @ Regional Office of Education #56: Will County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/66/60.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a ROE 56 OCLC# 550592841

* @ Report on internal control over financial reporting and on compliance and other matters based on an audit of financial statements performed in accordance with government auditing standards, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/56/38.html) ONLINE I657.835 I29re 2 OCLC# 505869705

* @ Sex Offender Management Board, compliance examination for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/07.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SEXO 2 OCLC# 502013943

* @ Southeastern Illinois Economic Development Authority, financial audit, for the years ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/69/36.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SIED OCLC# 677874655
* @ Southern Illinois Research Park, Inc, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/24.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SIRP OCLC# 502013924

* @ Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Foundation, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/84/29.html) ONLINE I350.2732 I29a SIUEF OCLC# 649516546

* @ Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Foundation, financial statements and report of independent auditor's, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/67/92.html) ONLINE I350.2732 I29a SIUEF OCLC# 649519882

* @ Southern Illinois University Foundation (at Carbondale), financial statements and independent auditor's report, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/01.html) ONLINE I350.2732 I29a SIUF OCLC# 503333350

* @ Southern Illinois University Foundation, Carbondale, Illinois, FHA Project no. 072-55010-NP, Evergreen Terrace -- Family Housing Phase III, financial statements and supplementary information, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/17/20.html) ONLINE I350.2732 I29a SIUCF OCLC# 50307736

* @ Southern Illinois University Physicians and Surgeons, Inc, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/28/62.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SIUP 2 OCLC# 649734902

* @ Southern Illinois University Physicians and Surgeons, Inc, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/17/19.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SIUP 5 OCLC# 570375482

* @ Southern Illinois University Research Park, Inc, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/84/26.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SIRP 2 OCLC# 558876296

* @ Southern Illinois University, compliance audit, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/21.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SIU 6 OCLC# 649513241

* @ Southern Illinois University, financial audits for Southern Illinois University, housing and auxiliary facilities system and medical facilities system, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/02.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SIU 5 OCLC# 503332926

* @ Southern Illinois University, supplementary information for state compliance purposes and report of independent auditors, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/83/03.html) ONLINE I350.2732 I29a SIU 13 OCLC# 649520048

* @ Southwestern Illinois Development Authority, special limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/20.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SIDA OCLC# 570398281

* @ State Employees' Retirement System of Illinois, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/67/85.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SERS 3f OCLC# 503333370
* State Employees' Retirement System of Illinois, financial report, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/06.html) ONLINE I350.7232 129a SERSg OCLC# 501320170

* State of Illinois single audit report, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/17.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a AUDI 3 OCLC# 541026872

* State Universities Retirement System, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/35/39.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SURS 4 OCLC# 647758683

* Supplemental digest to retirement systems' audits for the years ending June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/67/81.html) ONLINE I658.3253 I29a OCLC# 591274897

* Supplemental report of federal expenditures agency/program/fund (unaudited) for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/67/81.html) ONLINE I658.3253 I29a OCLC# 651971963

* Supreme Court Historic Preservation Commission, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/67/89.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a SCHP OCLC# 677870722

* Teachers' Retirement System of the State of Illinois, auditors' report and financial audit, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/14/56.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a TRS 2 OCLC# 630604086

* Teachers' Retirement System of the State of Illinois, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/67/89.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a TRS 3 OCLC# 621039895

* University of Illinois Alumni Association, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/17/23.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a UIA 3 OCLC# 503312673

* University of Illinois Auxiliary Facilities System, report required under Government Auditing Standards, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/82/68.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a UI 27 OCLC# 654786873

* University of Illinois Foundation, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/69/64.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a UIF 4 OCLC# 671250117

* University of Illinois Research Park, LLC, compliance examination for the two years ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/17/22.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a RESE 3 OCLC# 558929977

* University of Illinois Research Park, LLC, financial audit, for the years ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/95.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a RESE OCLC# 558876321

* University of Illinois, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/17/21.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a UI OCLC# 503313411

* University of Illinois, supplementary financial information and special data requirements, for the year ended June 30, … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/30/58.html) ONLINE I350.7232 I29a UI 31 OCLC# 671252394
University Park, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, Inc., compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/84/23.html)  ONLINE I350.7232 I29a
SIUE 3  OCLC# 649519610

University Park, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, Inc., financial statements and report of independent auditors, for the year ended June 30, … .  ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/22.html)  ONLINE I350.7232 I29a
SIUE 5  OCLC# 502013903

Upper Illinois River Valley Development Authority, special limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … .  ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/70/25.html)  ONLINE I350.7232 I29a
UIRV  OCLC# 541051613

Wolcott, Wood and Taylor, Inc, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, … .  ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/68/27.html)  ONLINE I350.7232 I29a
WWT 3  OCLC# 502013921

**BUDGET, BUREAU OF THE.**

* @  Executive summary.  ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/01/20/84.html)  ONLINE I336 I29ex
OCLC# 655927846

**CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT BOARD.**

(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/02/32/72.html)  ONLINE I627.8 EVAL ex. summ.  OCLC# 607372531

*  Evaluation of public safety at run-of-river dams: an Illinois statewide program.  2007.  ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/02/32/74.html)  ONLINE I627.8 EVAL
OCLC# 168454552

**CENTER FOR RESEARCH LIBRARIES.**

(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/02/18/02.html)  ONLINE I025.8 ILLI
OCLC# 526472664

**CENTRAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF.**

* @  State of Illinois Small Business Set-aside Program, fiscal year … .  ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/01/65/23.html)  ONLINE I338.642 I29ra
OCLC# 607361100

**CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES – see also:**

**AFRICAN AMERICAN MEN IN ILLINOIS, ILLINOIS TASK FORCE ON THE CONDITION OF.**

**AFRICAN-AMERICAN FAMILY COMMISSION.**

**CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF.**

* @  Abandoned Newborn Infant Protection Act: annual report to the General Assembly.  ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/01/45/68.html)  ONLINE I362.76 ILLI 2
OCLC# 655917778

* @  Advances in child welfare.  ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/01/20/85.html)  ONLINE I362.7 ADVA 2
OCLC# 655923929
* @ Affirmative action plan. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/26/84.html) ONLINE I331.133 I29af4
  OCLC# 680068360

* @ Annual progress and services report. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/45/70.html) ONLINE I362.822 ILLI
  OCLC# 680065171

* @ Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act: activities report for basic state grant. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/45/87.html) ONLINE I362.76 I29c
  OCLC# 664247261

* @ Child and family services plan. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/26/89.html) ONLINE I362.82 ILLI
  OCLC# 659025377

* @ Illinois child death review teams: a partnership for protecting children annual report. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/45/74.html) ONLINE I362.76 I29i
  OCLC# 669178027

* @ Illinois Child Endangerment Risk Assessment Protocol: a report to the General Assembly.
  ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/45/69.html) ONLINE I362.7 ILLI
  OCLC# 558991472

* @ Illinois Citizen Review Panels annual report. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/57/85.html) ONLINE I362.76 I29i
  OCLC# 669178027

* @ Illinois familias ahora y por siempre: familias por cuidados de crianza temporal, adopcion y tutela
  legal. ONLINE. (Spanish)
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/26/57.html) ONLINE I362.773 FOST 3
  Spanish OCLC# 655923961

* @ Noticias. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/45/72.html)
  ONLINE I362.8468073 NOTI OCLC# 655926082

* @ State child abuse and neglect prevention plan: report to the Governor and General Assembly.
  ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/65/24.html) ONLINE I362.72 STAT
  OCLC# 669971371

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.

* @ Affirmative action plan, fiscal year … . ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/47/00.html) ONLINE I331.133 I29csc
  OCLC# 505869755

CIVIL SERVICE SYSTEM, STATE UNIVERSITIES.

* @ System news. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/04/74.html)
  ONLINE I352.63 SYST OCLC# 80767823

COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, DEPARTMENT OF.

* @ Affirmative action plan, fiscal year … . ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/59/66.html) ONLINE I351.833 I29aca
  OCLC# 547041134

COMMERCE COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.

* @ Affirmative action plan, FY . . . ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/47/01.html) ONLINE I331.133 ICC
  OCLC# 502145358
* Analysis of the Taylorville Energy Center facility cost report. 2010. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/90/09.html) ONLINE I333.7 I29tec  
OCLC# 689998406

* Annual report on cable and video service deployment by providers granted state-issued cable and video service authorization. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/93/49.html) ONLINE I621.38857  
I29cvs OCLC# 613428334

* Assessment of competition in the Illinois electric industry: findings and recommendations. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/27/94.html) ONLINE I333.7932 I29ac 3  
OCLC# 558991476

* Electricity/telecommunication policy meeting. 2003. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/61/51.html) ONLINE I621.319 I29e  
OCLC# 642326402

* Report to the General Assembly, Illinois Commerce Commission staff analysis of electric utilities workforce: staffing and training benchmarks. 2010. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/92/05.html) ONLINE I658.401 I29euw  
OCLC# 689998408

* Retail and wholesale competition in the Illinois electric industry: ... triennial report. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/27/93.html) ONLINE I333.7932 I29ac 4  
OCLC# 476840082

**COMMERCE COMMISSION, ILLINOIS. CONSUMER SERVICES DIVISION.**  
* Annual report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/30/20.html)  
ONLINE I381.33 ILLI OCLC# 643312074

**COMMERCE COMMISSION, ILLINOIS. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS DIVISION.**  
* Rate case histories. 2007. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/47/02.html) ONLINE I363.6 I29ra  
OCLC# 664253364

**COMMUNITY COLLEGE BOARD, ILLINOIS.**  
* Accountability and productivity in the Illinois community college system. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/31/49.html) ONLINE I378.052  
ACCO 2 OCLC# 492217331

* Biennial report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/31/46.html)  
ONLINE I378.052 ILLI 3a OCLC# 495477415

* Community college accountability/program review addendum: supplemental instructions and reporting requirements. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/31/45.html) ONLINE I378.052 I29ad  
OCLC# 664245997

* Data and characteristics of the Illinois public community college system. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/31/37.html) ONLINE I378.052 DATA  
OCLC# 680069360

* Fiscal year ... salary report for the Illinois public community colleges. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/31/42.html) ONLINE I331.281 I29f 6  
OCLC# 498326397

* Illinois adult education and family literacy: data and characteristics. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/31/18.html) ONLINE I374.973 DATA  
OCLC# 664248002
Illinois Community College System program review statewide summary, fiscal year … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/49/33.html) ONLINE I378.052 ILLI 8 OCLC# 664246673

Illinois Community College System selected programs and services for underrepresented groups: focus area, academic achievement promoting positive results and highlighting promising practices. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/49/28.html) ONLINE I378.052 ILLI 6 OCLC# 664245984

Illinois Community College System selected programs and services for underrepresented groups: focus area, addressing the needs of students with disabilities. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/31/43.html) ONLINE I378.052 ILLI 5 OCLC# 664248191

Illinois Community College System selected programs and services for underrepresented groups: focus area, campus climate, fiscal year … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/49/25.html) ONLINE I378.052 ILLI 7 OCLC# 664247107

COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM, ILLINOIS.

Performance report for fiscal year … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/31/41.html) ONLINE I378.052 I29ICC 3 OCLC# 664246270

Results report, fiscal year … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/49/26.html) ONLINE I378.052 I29ICC 2 OCLC# 664248568

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN, ILLINOIS.

Annual report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/69/00.html) ONLINE I368.382 COMP OCLC# 451098678

HCTC-CHIP and the health coverage tax credit (HCTC): you may qualify for health benefits coverage that will allow you a federal tax credit equal to 80% (returns to 65% 1/1/2011) of your health coverage premium. 2009. ONLINE. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/02/61.html) ONLINE I368.382 HCTC OCLC# 476875008

Health insurance information for dislocated workers: what happens to your health insurance when you lose your job? 2009. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/02/02/41.html) ONLINE I368.382 HEAL 5 2009 OCLC# 474926983

ICHIP and HIPAA-CHIP: are you losing your health insurance? Have you been turned down for health insurance? Maybe we can help! 2009. ONLINE. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/02/02/39.html) ONLINE I368.382 ICHI 2009 OCLC# 474900207

ICHIP high deductible health plan: if you are eligible for one of the ICHIP plans, you now have the option of choosing a plan that qualifies for use with a Health Savings Account (HAS). 2009. ONLINE. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/02/02/42.html) ONLINE I368.382 ICHI 2 2009 OCLC# 474924011

Illinois Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan (CHIP) participating hospital listing. 2004. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/02/82.html) ONLINE I368.382 ILLI 2004 OCLC# 671254158
Illinois Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan (CHIP) participating hospital listing. 2005. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/02/79.html) ONLINE I368.382 ILLI 2005 OCLC# 671253020

Illinois Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan (CHIP) participating hospital listing. 2006. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/02/87.html) ONLINE I368.382 ILLI 2006:Jan. OCLC# 671252686

Illinois Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan (CHIP) participating hospital listing. 2007. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/02/96.html) ONLINE I368.382 ILLI 2007 OCLC# 671254063

Illinois Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan (CHIP) participating hospital listing. 2008. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/02/81.html) ONLINE I368.382 ILLI 2008 OCLC# 671253007

Illinois Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan (CHIP) participating hospital listing. April, 2006. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/02/80.html) ONLINE I368.382 ILLI 2006:Apr. OCLC# 671252678

Illinois Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan: eligibility requirements, description of benefit plans and summary of coverage. 2003. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/02/62.html) ONLINE I368.382 ILLI 2 2003 OCLC# 671254000

Illinois Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan: eligibility requirements, description of benefit plans and summary of coverage. 2007. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/02/64.html) ONLINE I368.382 ILLI 2 2007 OCLC# 671253913


**COMPTROLLER.**

- Bonded indebtedness and long term obligations, fiscal year …. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/31/65.html) ONLINE I336.34 I29ab OCLC# 505869759

- Comprehensive annual financial report, fiscal year ended June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/31/131/66.html) ONLINE I336.013 COMP OCLC# 505869766

- EEO/AA plan and general policy, fiscal year … ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/64/12.html)27 ONLINE I331.2 ILLI OCLC# 607354762

- Executive summary, fiscal year ended June 30, …. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/31/71.html) ONLINE I336 I29com Summ. OCLC# 587419976

- Fee imposition report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/31/72.html) ONLINE I352.14 ILLI OCLC# 498328331
* @ Educator supply and demand in Illinois: annual report. ONLINE.
   (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/00/33.html) ONLINE I331.12 SUPP 3 OCLC# 650539998
* @ Educator supply and demand. ONLINE.
   (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/00/02/64/96.html) ONLINE I331.12 SUPP 2 OCLC# 650540499
* Evaluation of the implementation of Illinois Learning Standards, year four report. 2002. ONLINE.
   (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/01/33/10.html) ONLINE I371.262 EVAL 2002 OCLC# 664248274
* Evaluation of the implementation of Illinois Learning Standards, year three report. 2001. ONLINE.
   (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/01/33/09.html) ONLINE I371.262 EVAL 2001 OCLC# 664248222
* Evaluation of the implementation of Illinois Learning Standards, year two report. 2000. ONLINE.
   (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/01/33/08.html) ONLINE I371.262 EVAL 2000 OCLC# 664248669
* @ Illinois teacher salary study. ONLINE.
   (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/01/34/39.html) ONLINE I331.281 I29i 6 OCLC# 680065190
* @ Reading improvement block grant … annual report. ONLINE.
   (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/01/94/59.html) ONLINE I372.427 READ OCLC# 654408482

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF. NUTRITION PROGRAMS AND EDUCATION SERVICES DIVISION.
* @ Outlook: nutrition programs and support services. ONLINE.
   (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/01/34/40.html) ONLINE I371.716 OUTL 2 OCLC# 587391729

ELECTIONS, STATE BOARD OF.
* @ Election and campaign finance calendar. ONLINE.
   (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/00/57/58.html) ONLINE I324.202 I29eb OCLC# 502257666
* Election judges: their duties and responsibilities. 2002. ONLINE.
   (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/00/83/85.html) ONLINE I324.65 ELEC 2002 OCLC# 607368567
* @ Money and elections in Illinois. ONLINE.
   (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/00/34/47.html) ONLINE I324.78 MONE OCLC# 677863925
* @ Your Illinois State Board of Elections: register and vote. 2005. ONLINE.
   (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/00/83/55.html) ONLINE I324.2 I29y 2005 OCLC# 427054008

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, DEPARTMENT OF.
* I filed my claim, what happens now?: information about what happens to your unemployment claim during the next three weeks. 2009. ONLINE.
   (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/00/02/50/37.html) ONLINE I368.44 IFIL OCLC# 642346021
* @ Illinois labor market review. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/60/44.html) ONLINE I331.121 ILLIB  
OCLC# 670722583

* @ Report to the General Assembly: FY... report on bilingual frontline staff. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/85/75.html) ONLINE I306.449 I29rga  
OCLC# 665071276

* Unemployment insurance benefits handbook. Rev. December, 2008.. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/49/14.html) ONLINE I368.44 UNEM  
OCLC# 642346163

* @ Where workers work. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/69/59.html) ONLINE I331.112  
CALM 5  OCLC# 646022859

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY.  
* @ Annual compliance report for public drinking water supplies. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/45/67.html) ONLINE I363.61 I29a  
OCLC# 680065191

* @ Annual toxic chemical report: a summary of information contained in the toxic chemical report  
forms for calendar year .... ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/58/23.html) ONLINE I363.7384 I29at  
OCLC# 608252423

* @ Biennial report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/58/79.html)  
ONLINE I363.7 IEPA  OCLC# 609852354

* Delisting targets for the Waukegan Harbor area of concern: final report. 2008. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/52/91.html) ONLINE I363.728 DELI  
OCLC# 642343457

* @ Green fleet news. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/58/39.html) ONLINE I363.73 GREE  
OCLC# 608248502

* Using green infrastructure to manage urban stormwater quality: a review of selected practices and  
state programs, draft. 2010. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/78/18.html) ONLINE I551.488 USIN  
OCLC# 654791307

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. AIR BUREAU.  
* @ Illinois ambient air monitoring network plan. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/27/74.html) ONLINE I363.7392 I29i  
OCLC# 670524013

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. LAND BUREAU.  
* @ Nonhazardous solid waste management and landfill capacity in Illinois. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/44/59.html) ONLINE I363.728 I29a 2  
OCLC# 547050387

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. WATER BUREAU.  
* Ashland New Reservoir watershed TMDL report. 2009. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/48/08.html) ONLINE I363.73946  
ASHL  OCLC# 609649597
* Cahokia Creek/Holiday Shores Lake watershed TMDL report. 2007 ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/43/06.html) ONLINE I363.73946 CAHO OCLC# 608211957

* Evergreen Lake watershed TMDL report. 2006. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/43/29.html) ONLINE I363.73946 EVER OCLC# 608202707

* Hodges Creek watershed TMDL report. 2006. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/43/25.html) ONLINE I363.73946 HODG OCLC# 608212649

* Homer Lake Watershed TMDL report. 2008. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/49/82.html) ONLINE I363.73946 I29hl OCLC# 642326377

* State of Illinois Section 319 - biannual report. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/95/99.html) ONLINE I363.7394 STAT 2 OCLC# 648131181

* Sugar Creek watershed TMDL report. 2008. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/43/24.html) ONLINE I363.73946 SUGA OCLC# 608211986

EXAMINERS, BOARD OF.
  * @ Annual report of activity, fiscal year … . ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/20/25.html) ONLINE I657 I29a OCLC# 670218200

EXECUTIVE INSPECTOR GENERAL, OFFICE OF.
  * @ Annual report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/01/04/46.html) ONLINE I353.9 I29a OCLC# 652992235

FIRE MARSHAL, OFFICE OF THE STATE.
  * @ Annual report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/01/58/67.html) ONLINE I351.782 Fc OCLC# 608257197

  * @ Fireworks injuries in Illinois. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/03/32.html) ONLINE I363.233 FIRE OCLC# 670221292

  * @ Quarterly newsletter. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/01/26/50.html) ONLINE I351.782 I29q OCLC# 655900304

  * @ Summary of fireworks injuries in Illinois. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/03/33.html) ONLINE I363.233 SUMM OCLC# 670221733

GAMING BOARD, ILLINOIS.
  * @ Affirmative action plan for fiscal year … . ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/57/09.html) ONLINE I331.133 I29Igb OCLC# 654408468

  * @ Monthly riverboat casino report. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/02/77/45.html) ONLINE I338.47795 MONT OCLC# 671657757
* @ Video gaming frequently asked questions. 2010. ONLINE.  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/77/00.html) ONLINE I344.099 I29v OCLC# 649693782

GENERAL ASSEMBLY – see also:  
GOVERNMENT FORECASTING AND ACCOUNTABILITY, COMMISSION ON.  
LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COMMISSION.  
LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEM.  
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH UNIT.  
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.  

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, STATE. UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN.  
INSTITUTE FOR NATURAL RESOURCES SUSTAINABILITY.  
* Three-dimensional geological mapping. 2009. ONLINE. (Open file series 2009-4)  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/54/88.html) ONLINE I557.7308 OFS 2009-4 OCLC# 642345851

GOVERNMENT FORECASTING AND ACCOUNTABILITY, COMMISSION ON. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.  
* @ Bonded indebtedness report of the State of Illinois, … . ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/77/65.html) ONLINE I332.6323 ILLI 2 OCLC# 609852400
* @ Capital plan analysis, FY … . ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/77/62.html) ONLINE I351.722 ILLI 3 OCLC# 609851824
* @ Economic and revenue update, FY … . ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/77/72.html) ONLINE I336.02 I29gfa OCLC# 669851127
* Economic and revenue update. ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/63/20.html) ONLINE I336.02 I29cgf OCLC# 460720264
* @ FY ... economic & revenue forecast and updated FY ...9 revenue estimate ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/77/71.html) ONLINE I336.02 I29re 9 OCLC# 611152083
* @ FY … GAAP (Generally Accepted Accounting Principles) report. ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/60/33.html) ONLINE I336.02 ILLI 4 OCLC# 669185718
* @ Liabilities of the State Employees' Group Insurance Program. ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/77/58.html) ONLINE I353.9767 REPO 2 OCLC# 608549326
* @ Monthly briefing. ONLINE.  
(PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/59/09.html) ONLINE I336.02 MONT OCLC# 669184786
* Pensions: a report from the Commission on Government Forecasting & Accountability on the financial condition of the State of Illinois retirement systems as of June 30, 2008. 2009. ONLINE. (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/58/97.html) ONLINE I351.50 PENS 2009 OCLC# 630715020
* @ State of Illinois budget summary, fiscal year … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/77/61.html) ONLINE I354.249773 I29bs 2 OCLC# 609851820

* @ Wagering in Illinois, ... update. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/77/59.html) ONLINE I364.172 WAGE OCLC# 610027516

GOVERNOR.
* @ Affirmative action plan, fiscal year … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/50.html) ONLINE I331.133 GOVE OCLC# 680069478

* @ Executive order. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html) ONLINE I353.9 I29ex OCLC# 505869780

* @ State of Illinois operating and capital budgets, fiscal year … . ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/63/65.html) ONLINE I351.72 I29b 6 OCLC# 665165521

HEALTH FACILITIES AND SERVICES REVIEW BOARD, ILLINOIS.
* @ Report of annual capital expenditures. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/16/59.html) ONLINE I362.10681 I29r OCLC# 645669724

HEALTHCARE AND FAMILY SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF.
* @ Ahorros de Medicare para beneficiarios que califican. 2009. ONLINE. (Spanish)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/27/61.html) ONLINE I368.42600973 MEDI 2 Spanish OCLC# 608252610

* @ All Kids preliminary report: 215 ILCS 170/45 and 47 and 94th GA HR1063. 2008. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/43/43.html) ONLINE I362.7 ALL 2008 prel. OCLC# 609679040

* @ Child support and foster care collaboration. 2009 ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/27/96.html) ONLINE I362.7 CHIL 28 OCLC# 608248466

* @ Establish paternity: give your child the gift that will last a lifetime. 2009. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/49/08.html) ONLINE I362.7 ESTA OCLC# 642346061

* @ Establizca la paternidad: de a su nino el regalo que dura toda la vida. 2009. ONLINE. Spanish.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/49/07.html) ONLINE I362.7 ESTA Spanish OCLC# 642346044

* @ Human services plan. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/57/11.html) ONLINE I351.84 I29p 3 OCLC# 650335989

* @ Informacion que usted debe saber sobre la paternidad. 2009. ONLINE. (Spanish)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/27/95.html) ONLINE I362.7 PATE Spanish OCLC# 607373838

* @ Medicare savings for qualified beneficiaries: you could save up to $1,156.80 a year in Medicare expenses. 2009. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/27/35.html) ONLINE I368.42600973 MEDI 2 OCLC# 608248459
* Paternity information you should know. 2009. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/27/94.html) ONLINE 362.7 PATE OCLC# 607365518

* Public health program beneficiaries employer disclosure law. 2008. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/41/86.html) ONLINE I368.382 PUBL OCLC# 608211943

* Report of Medicaid services for persons who are medically fragile, technology dependent: presented pursuant to Public Act 095-0622. 2008. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/43/44.html) ONLINE I362.5 I29rep OCLC# 609682251

* Una colaboracion entre la division de manutencion de ninos y cuidado de crianza provisional. 2009. ONLINE. (Spanish) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/27/97.html) ONLINE I362.7 CHIL 28 Spanish OCLC# 608248467

* Veterans' Health Insurance Program Act of 2008, annual report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/57/12.html) ONLINE I355.115 I29v 2 OCLC# 671253454


HIGHER EDUCATION – see also:
COMMUNITY COLLEGE BOARD, ILLINOIS.
COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM, ILLINOIS.

HIGHER EDUCATION, BOARD OF.
* Annual full-time in-district tuition and fees, Illinois community colleges. 2006. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/99/27.html) ONLINE I378.38 ANNU OCLC# 474921397

* Annual report on public university revenues and expenditures. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/03/06.html) ONLINE I379.13 I29re OCLC# 642045191

* Annual report to the Illinois General Assembly on public university tuition and fee waivers, FY …. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/82/68.html) ONLINE I378.309773 I29a OCLC# 613425873

* Annual report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/96/71.html) ONLINE I379.16 ILLI OCLC# 614050741

* Annual undergraduate tuition and fees for full-time residents, Illinois independent (not-for-profit) colleges and universities: fiscal years 1999 through 2005. 2006. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/99/26.html) ONLINE I378.38 ANNU 2 OCLC# 474930782

* Baccalaureate completion programs at community colleges. 2008. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/99/16.html) ONLINE I378.2 BACC OCLC# 469186644

* Changing demographics, changing educational needs: report to the Illinois General Assembly on House Resolution no. 892. 2002. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/02/24.html) ONLINE I379 I29ch OCLC# 642343341
* [Data book on Illinois higher education. ONLINE.](http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/49/27.html) ONLINE I378 I29d OCLC# 608256082

* [Directory of higher education. ONLINE.](http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/03/36.html) ONLINE I378.0025 DIRE OCLC# 642043723

* [Establishing performance indicators to assess progress toward meeting the goals of the Illinois commitment: preliminary recommendations. 2002. ONLINE.](http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/02/22.html) ONLINE I379.152 I29a OCLC# 642341785

* [Fiscal year ... higher education budget recommendations: operations, grants and capital improvements. ONLINE.](http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/03/05.html) ONLINE I378.02 ILLI 6 OCLC# 624366643

* [Fiscal year 2004 appropriations for higher education: governor's actions. 2003. ONLINE.](http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/02/19.html) ONLINE I379.1224 I29f OCLC# 468828252

* [FY2008 Illinois higher education budget tables. 2007. ONLINE.](http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/99/28.html) ONLINE I378.02 ILLI OCLC# 474924004

* [Gender equity in intercollegiate athletics. 2002. ONLINE.](http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/02/19.html) ONLINE I796.043 GEND 2002 OCLC# 642343327

* [Illinois CAS newsletter. ONLINE.](http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/03/37.html) ONLINE I378.16914 ILLI 3 OCLC# 670221280

* [Illinois CAS project update. 2005. ONLINE.](http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/00/68.html) ONLINE I378.16914 ILLI OCLC# 474900122

* [Illinois public universities annual full-time resident undergraduate tuition and fees: entry level, FY2001-FY2009. 2009. ONLINE.](http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/99/25.html) ONLINE I378.38 ILLI OCLC# 474920275

* [Illinois public universities full undergraduate instructional costs per FTE student: weighted average tuition and state undergraduate tuition subsidy. 2006. ONLINE.](http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/99/22.html) ONLINE I379.118 ILLI 2 OCLC# 474900144

* [News from the Illinois Board of Higher Education. ONLINE.](http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/99/13.html) ONLINE I378 IBHE OCLC# 620791377

* [Overview of governor's budget. 2005. ONLINE.](http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/99/36.html) ONLINE I378.02 I29ov OCLC# 474917948

* [Preliminary fall …. Enrollments in Illinois higher education. ONLINE.](http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/03/47.html) ONLINE I378.1619 PREL OCLC# 670221311

* [Report on compensable sick leave. ONLINE.](http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/61/86.html) ONLINE I331.25762 REPO OCLC# 669972634
* Report to the Governor and General Assembly on underrepresented groups in Illinois higher education. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/05/08.html) ONLINE I378.1982 I29ru OCLC# 620676809

* Schedule of institutional grant programs administered by the Board of Higher Education. 2002. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/99/21.html) ONLINE I379.122 SCHE OCLC# 469189239

* Understanding collaboration: a resource paper prepared for the Illinois Board of Higher Education. 2007. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/99/19.html) ONLINE I303.3 UNDE OCLC# 469186634

**HISTORIC PRESERVATION AGENCY, ILLINOIS.**

* Dana-Thomas House teacher packet. 2004. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/00/71.html) ONLINE I720.8 DANA OCLC# 631723699

* Prairie pages. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/93/48.html) ONLINE I977.3 PRAI OCLC# 669851160

* Report of the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/34/46.html) ONLINE I027.5773 I29ad OCLC# 669177999

**HISTORIC PRESERVATION AGENCY, ILLINOIS. PRESERVATION SERVICES DIVISION.**

* Standards and guidelines for historical, architectural and engineering documentation: IL HABS/HAER standards. 1999. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/88/50.html) ONLINE I363.69 ILLI 4 OCLC# 460656511

**HOUSING DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, ILLINOIS.**

* 2008 & 2009 final qualified allocation plan. 2009. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/27/85.html) ONLINE I363.58 QAP OCLC# 607526200

* Annual disclosure report: affordable housing program trust fund bonds. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/28/34.html) ONLINE I332.6323 I29an 4 OCLC# 671250113

* Annual disclosure report: homeowner mortgage revenue bonds. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/28/46.html) ONLINE I332.6323 I29an 3 OCLC# 6712851805

* Annual disclosure report: multi-family housing revenue bonds. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/54/52.html) ONLINE I332.6323 I29an OCLC# 669185648

* Annual disclosure report: residential mortgage revenue bonds. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/51/07.html) ONLINE I332.6323 I29an 2 OCLC# 669184911

* Illinois’ … annual comprehensive housing plan. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/44/77.html) ONLINE I363.509773 BUIL 2 OCLC# 607361392

* Illinois’ annual comprehensive housing plan: annual progress report, January 1 … through December 31, …. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/44/60.html) ONLINE I363.509773 BUIL OCLC# 607362986
* Illinois annual comprehensive housing plan: interim progress report January 1, … through June 30, … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/44/78.html) ONLINE I363.509773 BUIL 3 OCLC# 669970189

* Illinois Housing Development Authority's qualified contract process and guidelines, 2008. 2008. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/20/35.html) ONLINE I363.5 I29i OCLC# 570438938

* State of Illinois consolidated plan, program year …. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/60/08.html) ONLINE I352.7509773 I29scp OCLC# 608555291

HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.
* Opinions and decisions. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/60/09.html) ONLINE I351.811 I29h OCLC# 608249865

HUMAN RIGHTS, DEPARTMENT OF.
* It's never okay. 2009. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/11/22.html) ONLINE POSTER I379.26 ITS OCLC# 503337622

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF.
* Social services block grant pre-expenditure report, state fiscal year …. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/19/11.html) ONLINE I361.6 SOCI OCLC# 645673047

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. ILLINOIS PART C EARLY INTERVENTION TASKFORCE.
* Illinois Early Intervention Taskforce 97th General Assembly House Joint Resolution 50, final legislative report. 2010. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/90/84.html) ONLINE I612.65 I29eit OCLC# 689998392

ILLINOIS CENTURY NETWORK. DEPARTMENT OF CENTRAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES.
* Next Illinois Century Network. 2007. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/23/85.html) ONLINE I384.3 NEXT OCLC# 607365336

ILLINOIS INFORMATION SERVICE. OFFICE OF COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION.
* [Press releases from the Governor's agencies]. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/15/62.html) ONLINE I351 ILLI OCLC# 665067504

ILLINOIS STROKE TASK FORCE. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH.
* Annual report to the General Assembly. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/78/19.html) ONLINE I616.81 ILLI OCLC# 656285682

LABOR, DEPARTMENT OF.
* Equal Pay Act of 2003 … annual report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/62/33.html) ONLINE I331.2153 EQUA OCLC# 669976683
* Report to the General Assembly on the activities and enforcement of the Child Labor Law, FY ... ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/62/32.html) ONLINE I344.0131 I29r OCLC# 669977506

**LABOR, DEPARTMENT OF. CARNIVAL & AMUSEMENT RIDE SAFETY DIVISION.**
* Carnival & amusement ride year end review. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/84/69.html) ONLINE I363.11 CARN 2 OCLC# 669990845

**LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COMMISSION. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.**
* Annual report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/92/71.html) ONLINE I350.723 I29ra OCLC# 613414922

**LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEM. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.**
* Biennial report. 2009. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/83/29.html) ONLINE I328.l37 I29ab OCLC# 614056883

**LEGISLATIVE INSPECTOR GENERAL, OFFICE OF THE.**
* Quarterly report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/62/34.html) ONLINE I172.2 I29q OCLC# 669990150

**LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH UNIT. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.**
* Catalog of state assistance to local governments. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/51/30.html) ONLINE I336.185 CATA OCLC# 651990271
* Federal funds to state agencies, FY ... ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/59/64.html) ONLINE I336.185 FEDE 2 OCLC# 549058801
* Laws for older adults. 2010. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/51/36.html) ONLINE I328 I29p no. 348 OCLC# 642346148
* Laws for youth. 2009. ONLINE. 7th edition. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/21/04.html) ONLINE I328 I29p no.346 OCLC# 58-394824

**LIBRARY, STATE. LITERACY OFFICE. OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE.**
* How to start an adult volunteer literacy program: getting started in your community. 2008. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/21/79.html) ONLINE I379.24 HOW 2 OCLC# 570375467

**LIBRARY, STATE. OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE.**
* Adult and family literacy resource bins. 2009. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/21/77.html) ONLINE I374.0134 ADUL OCLC# 607365344

**LIQUOR CONTROL COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.**
* Annual report, fiscal year ... ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/28/75.html) ONLINE I362.2926 I29a OCLC# 669990494
* Happy hour law: applicable during all hours of operation. 2008. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/28/56.html) ONLINE I362.2926 HAPP OCLC# 607369612

* ILCC news. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/28/49.html) ONLINE I362.2926 ILCC OCLC# 669990460


* Just the facts. 2006. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/28/57.html) ONLINE I362.2926 JUST OCLC# 507369623

* Overview of the ILCC. 2009. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/28/58.html) ONLINE I362.2926 OVER OCLC# 607365316

LOTTERY, ILLINOIS STATE.
* @ Annual report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/92/99.html) ONLINE I351.72 I29arb OCLC# 688506893

MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET – see also:
BUDGET, BUREAU OF THE.

MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET, OFFICE OF.
* @ Allocation of bonding authority in accordance with the Tax Reform Act of 1986 and 30 ILCS 345: guidelines and procedures. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/34/49.html) ONLINE I332.6323 I29a OCLC# 669176964

* @ Fiscal year … quarter financial review. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/20/74.html) ONLINE I336 I29fi OCLC# 654509087

* @ Fiscal year … year end financial overview. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/20/75.html) ONLINE I336 I29yefo OCLC# 655917734

* @ Guidelines and procedures for the allocation of private activity bonding authority in accordance with the Tax Reform Act of 1986 and 30 ILCS 345. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/75/99.html) ONLINE I332.6323 I29a 2 OCLC# 670096481

NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY, DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES.
* @ INHS publications list for … . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/36/83.html) ONLINE I016.5 I29pub OCLC# 654381822

* @ Publications for calendar year … and research projects lists for FY …. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/99/15.html) ONLINE I016.5 I29pu OCLC# 654381880

* @ Research projects lists for FY …. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/38/90.html) ONLINE I016.5 I29r OCLC# 654381809
NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY. UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN.
INSTITUTE FOR NATURAL RESOURCES SUSTAINABILITY.
* @: Illinois hunter harvest survey. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/12/88.html) ONLINE I799.2 I29r OCLC# 85856567

NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF.
* @: Affirmative action: equal employment opportunity. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/51/29.html) ONLINE I331.2 ILLI 3 OCLC# 650343420

* Forest ecology. 2010. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/61/48.html) ONLINE I577.3 FORE OCLC# 642344378

* Illinois ferns. 2010. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/61/57.html) ONLINE POSTER I587.3 ILLI OCLC# 643338964

* Illinois fishes. volume 1. 2010. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/81/84.html) ONLINE POSTER I582.16 ILLI 2 2010 OCLC# 642344292

* Replacement of upper Batavia dam, Kane County, Illinois. 2000. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/32/81.html) ONLINE I627.8 REPL OCLC# 52137093

* Wings, stings and leggy things: insects of Illinois. 2007. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/16/99.html) ONLINE I577.3 FORE OCLC# 642344417

NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF. EDUCATION DIVISION.

* Creatures of the night. 2009. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/22/12.html) ONLINE I591.5 CREA 2009 OCLC# 608683341

* Illinois common birds. 2009. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/22/11.html) ONLINE I598 ILLI 3 2009 OCLC# 608678687

* Illinois forest facts, grades K - 3. 2009. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/22/13.html) ONLINE I582.16 ILLI 2009 OCLC# 608683354

* Illinois natural resources trading cards: set #5. 2010. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/02/92/40.html) ONLINE POSTER I333.95 ILLI 2 no.5 OCLC# 689998384

* Illinois' state symbols. 2009. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/02/22/16.html) ONLINE I977.3 ILLI 14 2009 OCLC# 608248055

* Slime, scales & mudpuppy tails. 2009. ONLINE.
    (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/02/22/15.html) ONLINE I597.9 SLIM 2009 OCLC# 608678690
* Year with wildlife. 2009. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/22/10.html)  ONLINE I590 YEAR 2009 OCLC# 608248439

NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF. PUBLIC SERVICES OFFICE.  
* Masters of the air. 2009. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/22/14.html)  ONLINE I598.9 MAST 2009 OCLC# 608678682

NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF. WATER RESOURCES OFFICE.  
* 100-year floodplain in Illinois. 2009. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/32/35.html)  ONLINE G4101 .C32 2009 .I4 OCLC# 671754597

* Masters of the air. 2009. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/22/14.html)  ONLINE I598.9 MAST 2009 OCLC# 608678682

* 100-year floodplain in Illinois. 2009. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/32/35.html)  ONLINE G4101 .C32 2009 .I4 OCLC# 671754597

* Farmers/Prairie Creek strategic planning study: Cook County, Illinois. 2009. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/32/71.html)  ONLINE I627.4 STRA 26 OCLC# 607374123

(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/32/87.html)  ONLINE I363.3493 FLOO OCLC# 48124984

* Illinois public & federal navigable waters 2007. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/32/34.html)  ONLINE G4101.P53 2007 .I4 OCLC# 681418641

* Illinois public waters. 2009. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/32/33.html)  ONLINE G4101.P53 2009 .I4 OCLC# 681415889

* Levees in Illinois. 2009. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/32/37.html)  ONLINE G4101 .N22 2009 .I4 OCLC# 671756244

* Operation of Stratton and Algonquin dams: Fox River, Lake and McHenry Counties, Illinois. 2009 ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/32/78.html)  ONLINE I627.8 OPER OCLC# 607367561

(PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/32/36.html)  ONLINE G4101 .N2 2007 .I4 OCLC# 671749892

* Yorkville/Glen Palmer Dam alternative analysis and preliminary design project OWR-02-003. 2003. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/32/80.html)  ONLINE I333.91 YORK 2 OCLC# 607365347

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, DEKALB.  
* Transferring to another institution?: the Course Applicability System is on the web. 2005. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/69.html)  ONLINE I378.16914 TRAN OCLC# 474927782

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY. GOVERNMENTAL STUDIES CENTER.  
* IBHE faculty responsibilities and satisfaction surveys. 2002. ONLINE.  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/25.html)  ONLINE I378.12 I29ib OCLC# 642343345
NURSING HOME SAFETY TASK FORCE.
* Final report. 2010. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/49/97.html) ONLINE I362.16 I29f
  OCLC# 642343370

POLICE, DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
* Annual report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/29/74.html)
  ONLINE I363.22 I29a OCLC# 652971557
* DNA testing accountability report. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/31/12.html) ONLINE I362.25 DNA 2
  OCLC# 650539975
* Missing children report, fiscal year .... ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/55/36.html) ONLINE I363.2336 I29a 2
  OCLC# 654417392
* Report to the Legislature of the State of Illinois: the Illinois pilot program on sequential
  double-blind identification procedures. 2006. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/55/50.html) ONLINE I345.73066
  MECK OCLC# 68212420
* Sex offender registration in Illinois. 2004. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/29/95.html) ONLINE I364.153 SEX 3
  OCLC# 607369638

POLICE, DEPARTMENT OF STATE. CRIME SCENE SERVICES COMMAND.
* Annual report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/57/08.html)
  ONLINE I363.25 ILLI 3a OCLC# 669843342

POLICE, DEPARTMENT OF STATE. INTERNAL INVESTIGATION DIVISION.
* FY ... annual statistical report. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/31/13.html) ONLINE I363.259323 I29a
  OCLC# 669185490

POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD.
* Annual report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/77/70.html)
  ONLINE I614.7 I29a OCLC# 610026833
* Environmental register. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/44/57.html) ONLINE I614.7 I29a
  OCLC# 501185827

PROCUREMENT POLICY BOARD, ILLINOIS.
* Proposed contract review annual report. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/51/28.html) ONLINE I355.621 I29p
  OCLC# 669185368

PROPERTY TAX APPEAL BOARD, ILLINOIS.
* Property Tax Appeal Board decisions. ONLINE.
  (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/70/77.html) ONLINE I3336.22 PTAX
  OCLC# 648131185
PUBLIC HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF.
* Illinois cancer mortality review and update, 1986-2006. 2009. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pps/meta/html/00/00/00/01/00/02/13/83.html) ONLINE I614.5999 ILLI 2 10:01 OCLC# 518081123

* Long-term care annual report to the General Assembly. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pps/meta/html/00/00/00/01/00/01/33/33.html) ONLINE I362.16 I29ltc OCLC# 656289132

* Prostate and Testicular Cancer Program report to the General Assembly, fiscal year . . . . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pps/meta/html/00/00/00/01/00/01/31/31.html) ONLINE I616.99 I29ptc OCLC# 656290211

* Suicide prevention report, 2008. 2009. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pps/meta/html/00/00/00/01/00/01/80/27.html) ONLINE I362.287 I29sp 4 OCLC# 677880199

* Suicide prevention report. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pps/meta/html/00/00/00/01/00/01/92/72.html) ONLINE I362.287 I29sp 4 OCLC# 677880199

* Survey of nonfatal workplace injuries and illnesses Illinois, 2007. 2009. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pps/meta/html/00/00/00/01/00/00/17/99.html) ONLINE I614.5999 ILLI 2 10:02 OCLC# 516350008

PUBLIC HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF. EPIDEMIOLOGIC STUDIES DIVISION.
* Census of fatal occupational injuries and illnesses, Illinois, 2007. 2009. ONLINE. (Epidemiologic report series 10:04) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pps/meta/html/00/00/00/01/00/00/24/92.html) ONLINE I614.5999 ILLI 2 10:04 OCLC# 607369591

* Survey of nonfatal workplace injuries and illnesses Illinois, 2006. 2009. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pps/meta/html/00/00/00/01/00/01/97/50.html) ONLINE I614.5999 ILLI 2 09:01 OCLC# 466390443

PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS' PENSION AND RETIREMENT FUND OF CHICAGO.
* … comprehensive annual financial report for the year ended June 30, . . . . ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pps/meta/html/00/00/00/01/00/00/67/26.html) ONLINE I331.252 I29c OCLC# 669970231

RACING BOARD, ILLINOIS.
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